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ABSTRACT
Animating Non-Rigid Bodies Using Motion Capture
Jie Long
Department of Computer Science, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
Simulating the motion of a non-rigid body under external forces is a difficult problem
because of the complexity and flexibility of the non-rigid geometry and its associated dynamics.
Physically based animation of objects moving in the wind is computationally expensive, so
simulation-based approaches oversimplify the model by ignoring important effects, such as
tree’s sheltering. Motion capture records actual responses of a non-rigid body to external
forces and helps solve these problems. Mainly focusing on natural trees and ropes as instances
of non-rigid bodies, we present a new approach to building motion for objects in wind using
incomplete motion capture data from non-rigid bodies. The incomplete motion capture
data are automatically labeled by a cluster-based algorithm while noises are removed. For
places with no motion capture data, we estimate forces and motion by interpolating the
motion capture data according to the object’s characteristics. We discuss a physically or
statistically based approach to animate the whole non-rigid object. Basing our work on the
collected motion capture data and the estimated motions, we can produce visually plausible
and scalable animations of non-rigid objects under external forces at interactive frame rates.

Keywords: Motion capture, non-rigid bodies, plant modeling, wind dynamics, particle flow
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Chapter 1
Background, Motivation, and Overview

Simulating non-rigid bodies with data from motion capture is a new application of
motion capture. We present a motion reconstruction approach for non-rigid bodies in the
context of motion capture. Passive optical motion capture records movements of non-rigid
bodies by tracking locations of retroreflective sensors placed on subjects. By processing the
recorded motion data and combining the data with physical and statistical models, we create
complete animation of non-rigid bodies. We focus on animating natural trees and ropes as
instances of non-rigid bodies. Motion is captured in the presence of external forces, such as
wind and human interaction.
Rope is one of the simplest non-rigid bodies. Animating ropes is a simple platform
from which to evaluate the motion capture process, including data collection and processing.
The capture process then can be generalized and applied to other non-rigid subjects, such as
natural trees. We present methods that can be used to create natural tree motion in wind
using physical and statistical models. The resulting motion is visually plausible and scalable.
Animating non-rigid bodies has important applications in computer-generated movies,
video games, and forestry engineering. In movie and video games where computational
resources are a concern, directors need a simple process to use the motion of non-rigid bodies
as part of telling a story. Motion capture hardware has been popular in movie and game
production for many years. Motion capture equipment is easy to set up and provides motion
data with good accuracy in both time and space. The hardware integrates camera calibration
algorithms and greatly simplifies the process of recording position information in real-world
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3D space. Many movies use motion capture to record motion from real characters and then
drive virtual characters with the collected motion data [12]. Motion capture produces realistic
motion data while reducing the cost for creating motion in different environments or in
fictional environments.
The equipment has flexibility for capturing both rigid bodies and non-rigid bodies.
However, most research and applications focus on rigid bodies. As a non-rigid body, a tree
has motion that is important in film and games because trees swaying in the wind can set
the mood or feel for a scene, so directors can use tree motion as a tool for telling stories. In
the field of forestry, our research helps forestry engineers understand the influence of wind on
trees. This can inform decisions for pruning trees or protecting structures. Rope, the other
application explored in this work, has simple structure and dynamics. But when the motion
of a human character interacting with the rope is captured in the same scene, the replay of
both rope and human motion becomes difficult. Movie makers may be able to use our motion
capture process and create animation with interactions between rigid and non-rigid bodies.
Human motion capture using a rigid body model, such as [25, 44, 62, 68], is a wellstudied area in motion capture but is less applicable to our research, as removing the rigid
body assumption changes the problem. There are two common approaches to extracting
human motion from motion capture data. One is to extract a skeleton model or kinematic
model from motion data [25, 44]. The other is to predefine the skeleton and to apply motion
capture-data to animate the predefined skeleton [62, 68]. Most of the methods have an
important assumption that the distance between any pair of markers is non-changeable.
However, this assumption does not stand for non-rigid bodies, which is the essential difference
for motion capture of rigid bodies and non-rigid bodies. Instead of a skeleton of rigid parts,
non-rigid motion capture focuses on reconstructing a mesh that deforms to match a moving
surface such as a face or cloth. We investigate non-rigid motion capture but we focus on
curved splines rather than curved surfaces.

2

Motion capture of non-rigid bodies is difficult. Prior work on non-rigid motion capture
is mainly focused on facial motion [24, 54] and cloth motion [4, 27, 40, 63]. Both facial
motion and cloth motion aim to represent the motion of a surface. Motion capture of thin,
rod-shaped non-rigid bodies such as rope or tree branches is a fundamentally different problem.
For instance, rope, as a non-rigid body, is more naturally represented as a curved spline
rather than as a curved plane (though a curved spline can be used to drive the motion of a
plane). Worring’s [64] prior work in reconstruction of a line-shaped object in 3D from several
computer images builds non-rigid rope motion but would require a foreground– background
separation step and a sharp image of the rope in each frame.
Part of animating trees in wind is modeling the 3D shape of the tree to be animated.
Tree shape modeling has long been studied on computer graphics. A tree with natural
appearance greatly improves visual quality of tree animation. These methods include particle
systems [29, 34, 46, 50], L-systems [20, 21, 43], parametric models [60], photographs [29, 45, 58]
or videos [8, 19]. Most of these methods result in satisfying tree shapes but do not leverage
the 3D positions of motion capture markers, which are recorded as part of a motion capture
session but require a different set of inputs. Image- or video-based approaches convert a
set of 2D input images into 3D tree models by filling in the missing dimension. Motion
capture systems can record tree shape in 3D with high precision (using similar techniques for
converting a set of 2D images to a 3D model). Prior work [23] in reconstructing tree shape
from motion capture data using either exact measurements or markers placed within the
crown does not scale and does not apply when leaves occlude the branching structure.
Animation of trees in wind has been discussed for many years [1, 52, 56]. Prior work
in animating 3D tree models focuses on recreating branch motion due to wind turbulence.
Wind turbulence has been simulated and has been synthesized from the frequency spectrum
of turbulence created by tree crowns. Simulation-based models create tree motion based on
the tree’s biomechanical characteristics and wind dynamics [1, 11]. Spectral approximation
describes tree swaying and wind velocity field using some computer-generated noise. These
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systems include techniques based on photographs [65] or videos [8], and some parameter-based
spectral models [11, 52]. In most of the previous research, the wind field is created using noise
and fluid simulation. While simulation models capture visually important wind–tree effects,
such as crown sheltering, they require expensive computations that are not currently feasible
in interactive applications such as games. Spectral approximation ignores sheltering effects
and requires significant user intervention, but is computationally efficient. Rather than being
based on actual captured tree motion, simulation models and spectral approximations are
both theoretically based. Motion capture avoids the directability and computation problems
of simulated wind fields but may yield data that validates simulation-based models.
Our work differs from the previous work by introducing motion capture in simulating
non-rigid bodies. It is also the first work to motion capture bendy thin rods and the first to
replay motion capture data from a tree. The resulted animations are mostly driven by data
instead of pure physical simulation or stochastic process. We describe a complete approach
to animating natural trees using motion capture, including data collection, data processing,
generating tree shape, and combining statistics and wind dynamics for the animation. The
thesis discusses two approaches for tree animation with different motion capture setups, which
require different processes and create tree motion with varying scalability. Rope motion is
created using a data-driven approach rather than the pure physical model that is common
in previous research. The rope project helps us to better understand the motion-recording
capability of motion capture for non-rigid bodies. Using motion capture simplifies the process
to parameterize a physical model of a rope under specific motion.

1.1

Thesis Statement

A small portion of known movements collected from motion capture can produce complete
movements of non-rigid bodies by combining the motion capture data with physical and
statistical models. We show that the resulting motion is visually plausible for trees and rope.
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1.2

Publications

This dissertation consists of seven papers, two of which are under review. The work can be
divided into three parts: rope motion reconstruction, tree shape reconstruction, and tree
motion reconstruction. The remaining chapters contain these papers. Chapter 2 is a pilot
project in which a simplified motion capture process is presented with statistical analysis
for replaying natural tree motion where the motion is not scalable. There is no attempt to
retarget or extend the captured data. While we were able to replay the tree motion, it requires
a series of careful measurements to recreate the exact tree shape, and the motion cannot
be transferred to similar shapes or situations. Chapter 3 describes replaying rope motion.
The project focuses on processing motion capture data and uses rope’s simple structure to
validate estimated data against the collected motion data. The process for motion capture
data includes identifying and removing noises and labeling markers. This process was used
for both tree and rope motion capture. Chapters 4 and 5 begin a different approach to the
problem. Rather than directly replay the original motion on the original structure, in Chapter
4 and 5 we reconstruct the approximate tree shape from the captured motion in preparation
for replaying similar motion on a similar structure. Chapter 6 extracts a force field from
captured motion that can be used to animate any tree shape.
In Chapter 2, the pilot project aims to replay natural tree swaying in wind. Retroreflective markers are placed on a small cherry tree. We infer a skeleton from tree motion
data and repair the motion data using a rigid body model. The motion data contain gaps
and errors for branches that bend. Motion-data repair is critical because trees are not real
rigid bodies. These ideas allow the reconstruction of tree motion, including global effects,
but without a complex physical model. Instead, it employs a statistical model. This project
builds a complete pipeline for motion capture, including equipment set up, data collecting
interface, 3D tree model, and motion integration. However, the scalability of this approach
is limited and it requires intensive labor to reproduce the exact tree structure. The work
requires markers being placed about 10 cm apart on each branch segment. Leaves have to
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be removed to enlarge the visibility of markers to motion capture cameras. Branches are
assumed to be rigid (to some degree) with small bending capability.
Chapter 3 begins a study of motion capture for rope and takes a closer look at
animating non-rigid bodies using a non-rigid model for motion capture. Rope has a simple
structure with no branches and simple geometry. The model is a good test bed for evaluating
different algorithms for both data processing and motion replaying. In this project, we
provide a more general approach for processing motion capture data from passive optical
motion capture for non-rigid bodies rather than adapting a rigid body model as in Chapter
2. The data collection and processing process includes labeling markers and identifying and
removing noise. We provide clustering, gap repair, and marker swap detection algorithms
based on linear interpolation and forward differencing under the assumption that the rope
does not stretch. Indexed marker positions are connected with a spline in each frame to
approximate the original rope. The model produces visually plausible animations of rope
motion from data collected for a person interacting with rope. However, the method fails
when the rope experiences large accelerations that result in motion that is not modeled by
forward differencing.
Reconstruction of tree shape, as in Chapters 4 and 5, is an important step in replaying
motion capture of trees under external forces, which is the goal of the work presented in
Chapter 6. A realistic 3D tree model helps researchers estimate and compare computergenerated animation against the original motion. Existing algorithms for generating branching
structures for image synthesis in computer graphics are not adapted to the unique data set
provided by motion capture. In Chapter 4, we discuss a method for tree shape reconstruction
using particle flow on input data obtained from a passive optical motion capture system.
Initial branch tip positions are estimated from averaged and smoothed motion capture data.
Branch tips, as particles, are also generated within the bounding space defined by a stack
of bounding boxes or a convex hull. The particle flow, starting at branch tips within the
bounding volume under forces, creates tree branches. The resulting shapes are realistic and
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similar to the original tree crown shape. Several tunable parameters provide control flexibility
over branching shape and arrangement.
In Chapter 5, we combine a procedural method with particle flow to generate a 3D
tree shape. Using L-systems for describing tree branches as particles, our method introduces
a hemisphere to generate particles, uses a growth level to simulate different ages of branches,
and applies a dynamic bounding box to detect local growth area in a tree. This new method
enhances the management of tree shapes by easing the control over distributions of branches
and leaves. We also demonstrate that the method has potential to simulate phototropism and
growth around physical barriers. We evaluate this model by particle flow and the complexity
of this method, showing performance competitive with existing methods.
Chapter 6 discusses non-rigid motion capture by extracting external forces from motion
capture data and then replaying those forces to create animation. We explore this idea in the
context of motion capture of natural trees in wind. Motion of a tree in wind is decomposed
into three forces: wind-induced drag, branch elasticity, and damping by the leaves. Given a
model of elasticity and damping, the drag force can be isolated and used to estimate wind
velocity. The extracted velocity field is extended to a larger volume and enriched with a
turbulence model. That wind field can be replayed on a tree model that includes elastic
and damping properties to create similar motion. The work contained in this chapter is the
culminating work of this dissertation.
We list all the citations for each chapter in the order in which they appear.
1. Jie Long, Cory Reimschussel, Ontario Britton, Anthony Hall, and Michael Jones.
Performance Capture for Natural Tree Motions in the Wind. Motion in Games , MIG, 2010.
2. Jie Long, Bryce Porter, Michael Jones. Motion Capture of Rope, not yet published.
3. Jie Long and Michael Jones. 3D Tree Modeling using Motion Capture. IEEE The
Fourth International Symposium on Plant Growth Modeling, Simulation, Visualization and
Application (PMA ’12).
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An extended version of this paper is requested for submission to the journal Frontiers
in Computer Science .
4. Jie Long and Michael Jones. A Realistic 3D Tree Model based on L-Systems.
Report for UNEP Eco-Peace Leadership Center (EPLC), 2008.
5. Jie Long and Michael Jones. Estimating wind flow from tree motion using motion
capture data, not yet published.
In addition, the research on motion capture of trees was presented as a short talk in
SIGGRAPH 2009, where a short abstract was published.
Jie Long, Cory Reimschussel, Ontario Britton, and Michael Jones. Motion capture
for natural tree animation. International Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive
Techniques, SIGGRAPH 2009: Talks. New Orleans, Louisiana, Article No. 77, 2009.
Data captured as part of this work was used in a study of tortuosity as a metric for
evaluating branch motion paths. The citation for that paper is given below but the paper is
not included in the dissertation.
Michael Jones and Jie Long. Tortuosity as a Metric for Evaluating Branch Motion
Paths. IEEE The Fourth International Symposium on Plant Growth Modeling, Simulation,
Visualization and Application (PMA ’12).
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Chapter 2
Motion Capture for a Natural Tree in the Wind

Jie Long, Cory Reimschussel, Ontario Britton, and Michael Jones. Motion capture for natural
tree animation. International Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques,
SIGGRAPH 2009: Talks. New Orleans, Louisiana, Article No. 77, 2009.

Abstract
Simulating the motion of a tree in the wind is a difficult problem because of the complexity
of the tree’s geometry and its associated wind dynamics. Physically based animation of trees
in the wind is computationally expensive, while noise-based approaches ignore important
global effects, such as sheltering. Motion capture may help solve these problems. In this
paper, we present new approaches to inferring a skeleton from tree motion data and repairing
motion data using a rigid body model. While the rigid body model can be used to extract
data, the data contains many gaps and errors for branches that bend. Motion data repair
is critical because trees are not rigid bodies. These ideas allow the reconstruction of tree
motion, including global effects, but without a complex physical model.
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2.1

Introduction

We address the problem of animating natural trees in games with greater accuracy but
without additional computational overhead compared to techniques based on velocity or force
textures—such as [11]. We believe that motion capture is one way to accomplish this goal.
Motion capture of tree motion in the wind is difficult because the tree branching structure is
both important and difficult to model and because branches are non-rigid bodies at large
deflections.
Accurate animation of trees is important to both CG animators and forestry ecologists.
CG animators can use plausible and directable models of tree motion in digital storytelling.
In a game, trees moving in the wind can be used to emphasize weather or create a sense of
foreboding. Forestry ecologists can use models of tree motion to design pruning methodologies
that maximize yield while minimizing windthrow potential.
Many approaches have been taken to modeling tree structure and geometry. Recent
photo-based approaches to tree modeling [29, 45, 58] are particularly relevant to this work.
Photo-based methods plausibly recreate 3D natural tree models by approximating the
branching structure of photographed trees. However, these models are created without
considering tree motion. This means that the branching structure may not match the motion
of the tree.
Prior work in animating 3D tree models focuses on recreating branch motion due to
wind turbulence. Wind turbulence has been simulated and has been synthesized from the
frequency spectrum of turbulence created by tree crowns. Simulation-based models create tree
motion based on the tree’s biomechanical characteristics and wind dynamics [1, 11]. Spectral
approximation describes tree swaying and wind velocity field using some computer-generated
noise. These systems include techniques based on photographs [65] or videos [8] and some
parameter-based spectral models [11, 52].
Each approach is insufficient. While simulation models capture visually important
wind–tree effects, such as crown sheltering, they require expensive computations that are not
10

currently feasible in interactive applications such as games. Spectral approximation ignores
sheltering effects and requires significant user intervention but is computationally efficient.
Rather than being based on actual captured tree motion, simulation models and spectral
approximations are both theoretically based.
In this paper, we present novel approaches to tree structure estimation from motion
capture data and tree motion repair using interpolation. We approximate the tree structure
using a minimal spanning tree over position and movement data collected during motion
capture. We detect and repair the collected data using interpolation techniques based on
curve fitting and machine learning. The resulting tree model and animations are realistic
recreations of a tree moving in the wind and include sheltering effects while supporting fast
playback. We avoid modeling wind fields explicitly because their end effect is measured
directly in the motion of the leaves and branches. Since this represents only the initial stages
of applying motion capture to the problem of tree animation, we focus simply on the motion
of one specific tree subject. We leave for future work questions such as how the results might
scale to other trees or subject models. The animations resulting from this work can be seen
in the video that accompanies this paper.

2.2

Related Work

In this section we discuss closely related work in tree modeling, tree animation, and motion
capture.

2.2.1

Static Tree Modeling

Static tree models describe tree shapes including topology, texture, and geometry for the
trunk, branches, and leaves. Tree models for motion capture data need to capture the
branching structure of a specific tree such that the captured motion looks plausible when
animating the model. This is a unique challenge in tree modeling that has not been addressed
by prior work.
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Position-aware L-systems [43] have been used with some success to create models of
specific plants, but these results are difficult to reproduce. The processes of controlling the
branching structure using the silhouette and setting the rule parameters is difficult.
Photo-based approaches [29, 45, 58] can produce plausible tree shapes that match a
given tree but estimate the internal branching structure using methods such as particle flow
[29]. Estimates of the internal branching structure are not sensitive to the motion of the
original tree. We use similar methods based on photographs to create a bounding volume for
the tree shape. In addition to images, we also use motion capture data to recreate a plausible
internal branching structure in which points contained in one branch have similar movement.
Diener et al. approximate shrub structure based on single-camera video data of a
shrub in the wind [8]. Diener uses a clustering method to identify clumps of the shrub with
similar motion and then builds a skeleton that corresponds to the clustering. Our approach
is similar, but we skip the clustering step and build a skeleton directly from the marker
positions and motion data in 3D rather than 2D video data.

2.2.2

Animation of Trees

Prior work in tree animations relies primarily on simulation-based methods and spectral
approximations. Both approaches produce plausible tree movements in the wind while
ignoring some effects to remain tractable. Most of these methods simplify the complex
dynamics of leaf–wind interaction, which is the primary cause of branch motion. One study
[49] found that much of the motion of a branch could be accounted for by the presence
or absence of leaves. Motion capture obviates the dynamic model but introduces several
additional problems.
Simulation-based methods use computational fluid dynamics to simulate the effect of
wind on trees. Akagi and Kitajima [1] do allow trees to influence the wind using a two-way
coupled model based on the Navier-Stokes equations, with an additional term for external
forces. The simulation is based on a stable approach [56] to the marker and cell method.
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Akagi and Kitajima use virtual resistive bodies to account for tree structures smaller than
the grid resolution and add adaptive resolution and a boundary conditions map to improve
performance by allocating grid resolution only where needed. Simulation-based methods are
currently too computationally expensive for use in games.
Spectral approximations of trees in wind use approximations to the recorded spectra
of wind passing through trees to generate motion. This method was first used by Shinya and
Fournier [52] and later by Chuang [6], Habel [11], and Zhang [67]. Other work also relies
on approximations in the frequency domain but uses different techniques to approximate
turbulence [30, 32, 56]. Spectral methods have also been combined with physical simulation
[33, 67]. Spectral approximations result in plausible motion and are efficient enough for
games but ignore the bidirectional wind–tree interactions, such as sheltering effects. These
effects are important for visual realism and are captured using motion capture. Our objective
is to create animation data which can be used as efficiently as textures but which are more
accurate.
More recent work [9, 11] animates tree motion in a computationally economical way.
Diener [9] simplifies the wind model using a pre-computed wind projection basis taken from
vibration modes rather than a harmonic oscillator model. As with Habel [11], the wind is
assumed to be spatially uniform for a single tree. At run time, the wind load is estimated
for all nodes on a tree relative to the wind projection basis, and this can be combined with
a level-of-detail model to render a forest of thousands of trees in real time. Each of these
methods ignores the effect in return of trees on the wind and therefore omits all forms of
sheltering. Another less significant problem is that the turbulence used in these models
matches actual turbulence only in the frequency domain and not necessarily in the time
domain. While many turbulence patterns share frequency spectrums with those created by
tree crowns, only one pattern matches the spatial properties of the actual turbulence created
by a specific tree in a specific wind. Our work captures the motion of a tree as it moves in
the turbulence created by that tree.
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Our work is similar to video-based approaches in that we capture and analyze tree
motion. Unlike video- [8] or image-based [65] approaches, we obtain a motion path for a
cloud of points in 3D rather than applying 2D motion to 3D skeletons. Our methods may
also yield new insights into how to use video data in the animation of trees.

2.2.3

Motion Capture

Motion capture for trees is more difficult than performance capture of human subjects because
trees are both rigid and non-rigid (depending on the applied force, among other factors) and
have more complex and less predictable topologies.
Motion capture systems have been widely used for human or animal performance
capture [48, 68]. We use a method similar to Kirk [16] to automatically generate rigid
skeletons from optical motion capture data. Since tree branches are both rigid and non-rigid,
the data do not contain a constant distance between markers. We use a rigid body algorithm
to solve the marker indexing problem. Because some of the data is collected from non-rigid
motion, this introduces additional noise and gaps in the data. A central contribution of this
paper is a way to repair this data for tree motion. Another approach to this problem would
be to investigate marker indexing algorithms for non-rigid bodies. Doing so may reduce the
amount of noise and gaps in the motion data.

2.3

Motion Capture

We use an optical motion capture system to collect position and motion data from which we
reconstruct tree structure and movement. For this paper, the system consists of 12 OptiTrack
FLEX:V100 cameras arranged in a circle in a 4 m X 4 m room indoors. A cherry tree sapling
with a height of 2 m was used as the test subject. The tree was placed in the center of these
cameras and a fan was used to create wind at different speeds near the tree. The system has
not been deployed for trees larger than 3 m and we believe it would be impractical for large
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Figure 2.1: Motion capture setup for a natural tree using an optical motion capture system.
trees. We believe it would be more practical to explore methods for extrapolating small tree
motion to create large tree motion than it would be to capture large tree motion.
Reflective markers are placed on each branch and some leaves. The arrangement of
markers on a single branch segment depends on the flexibility of the branch. If the branch is
thin and flexible, the distance between markers is about 8 cm; for a rigid branch, such as the
trunk, the distance between markers is about 15 cm. Placing markers more closely together
allows us to approximate a flexible branch as a series of rigid linkages. This results in cleaner
motion data with fewer gaps because the motion capture system depends upon a user-defined
set of fixed-length rigid links in order to track and label the markers as they move. The
benefits of this approach are especially evident under higher wind speeds, when branches
begin to flex and bow. This placement strategy assumes that the tree crown is sparse. Trees
with dense crowns will require a different strategy.
We placed approximately 100 markers on the tree to collect branch motion. The 3D
positions of all reflective markers are recorded at 100 frames/sec. Leaf motion is recorded
separately using three markers on each leaf in a smaller representative sample. Figure 2.1
shows the arrangement of markers for both branches and leaves motion capture.
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Figure 2.2: Steps in building a tree skeleton.
2.4

Build Static Tree Geometries

One significant problem with motion capture of trees, compared to human performance
capture, is that the branching structure, or topology, of a tree is less predictable and more
complex than that of a human. A minimal spanning tree algorithm is used with a cost
function derived from motion data to create a plausible branching structure. The branching
structure is plausible when animating it with the captured motion looks plausible. The cost
function is one of the contributions of this paper.

2.4.1

Skeleton and Topology Estimation

Figure 2.2 summarizes the process of estimating the skeleton and topology. This process
has three steps. First, hierarchical clustering eliminates replicated recorded markers in each
frame. Next, we use position and motion data for each marker to define a cost function.
The cost function is used to estimate the plausibility of merging two different markers. A
minimum spanning tree algorithm uses a different cost function to connect the markers into a
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tree-like skeleton that will have plausible motion when animated using the captured motion
data.
The first step, shown on the left side of Figure 2.2, is to eliminate duplicate, yet
slightly different, recorded positions of a single marker. We use Euclidian distance as the
clustering metric. The single linkage algorithm groups markers into a hierarchy of n clusters,
where n is the number of markers originally placed on the tree. Within each frame, a cluster
is reduced to a single representative marker. When all frames have the correct number of
markers, we further refine the representative position of each marker, either by choosing its
position in the tree’s rest pose or by averaging its position over time. The tree skeleton is
built from the n representative marker positions. This skeleton is used for the entire capture
sequence.
The second step, shown on the right side of Figure 2.2, computes costs for creating
connections in the control skeleton between different pairs of markers based on the recorded
position and motion data. Connection costs are computed for pairs of representative markers
with one marker from each cluster. The cost function consists of three elements: initial
position, average position over time, and variance of position over time. We assume that the
branch motion is periodic. The average position is similar to the position while the variance
reflects the amplitude of the movement. The initial positions are recorded when there is no
wind and the tree is stationary. The average positions are calculated as shown in the next
equation in which m is the number of recorded frames and pi is the 3D position for a marker
at the ith frame:
1
d¯ = Σm
pi .
m i=1
The variance in position is similarly defined as

σ2 =

1 m
¯ 2.
Σi=1 (pi − d)
m
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Let α, β, and γ be constant weighting parameters; then the cost to connect markers
Ma and Mb is given by
ω = α||pMa − pMb || + β||d¯Ma − d¯Mb || + γ||σMa − σMb ||.

The cost to connect markers Ma and Mb is low when Ma and Mb are close in both
position and movement.
In the third step, we use Prim’s MST algorithm with the node at the bottom of the
trunk as a starting point to build the tree skeleton. Pairs of markers with similar position
information and movements have low connection cost and are connected in the skeleton. This
skeleton is directly taken as the input tree structure for rendering in the next step.
Figure 2.3 shows the importance of each part of the cost function. The right side of
Figure 2.3 shows a tree created using just the change in variance as the cost function. This
cost function results in branch tips connected to branch tips because variance increases as
one moves along a tree from trunk to branch tips. The middle tree was created using only
positional information. While the structure is accurate for much of the tree, several points
are connected incorrectly across the middle of the tree. This will result in implausible motion
when animated using the motion capture data. Using both metrics, along with average
position, results in a more accurate model shown on the right.
By combining these parameters, we connect markers with similar position and movement. For a tree with 98 clusters of markers, 66.26% of the resulting connections are correct
when compared with the actual tree. Most errors are from connecting markers in the correct
branch segments but at the wrong junction points within the branch segment. This cost
function occasionally connects markers from different branches but which share close positions
and movements. In these cases, the motion of physically adjacent branch tips is similar and
the resulting animation is still plausible.
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Figure 2.3: Reconstructed tree topologies using variance, initial position, and a combination
of variance, initial position, and average position.
2.4.2

Geometry of Branches and Leaves

After the tree skeleton is created, the next step is to generate the geometric mesh. The
marker points in a single branch are used as control points to create a curve. A second curve
is placed at the first marker point in the branch and oriented to the first two points in the
branch. A closed circular shape is swept along the profile curve to create a NURBS surface.
The profile and shape curves are discarded, leaving just the branch geometry.
Then we bind the mesh to the skeleton. This step is separated from the previous steps
so that the artist has more flexibility to modify the automatic mesh before it is bound to the
skeleton. After any needed updates, the mesh is bound to the geometry. Once the geometry
is bound, the artist again has the flexibility to manually tweak the binding.
Finally, a 3D point cloud inferred from photographs guides the manual placement
of leaves. The leaves are placed to fill the volume occupied by the original tree. The tree
volume is created using inverse volumetric rendering [45] applied to 37 photographs taken
from a known camera position. The resulting 3D point cloud is exported to a 3D modeling
package and, after manually matching the tree skeleton with this point cloud, we manually
place leaves on branches while remaining in the recorded crown volume.
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2.5

Build Tree Motion

In this section, we describe branch motion repair and leaf motion synthesis. Branch motion
repair is the process of identifying and eliminating errors, gaps, and noise from the motion
capture data. The resulting motion is used to animate the 3D tree model created in the prior
section.
We used the rigid body algorithm that was shipped as part of the NaturalPoint Arena
software to convert unindexed point clouds into an animated skeleton. Because tree branches
are non-rigid at large deflections, the resulting motion contains more gaps and errors than
one might expect to find for rigid body motion capture. We use linear interpolation, a filter,
and a machine learning algorithm to repair the resulting motion. The NaturalPoint Arena
software provides some interpolation processes to fix motion gaps, but requires the user to
manually identify gap regions and select a correction method. We automate gap detection
and correction with different methods, depending on the gap size. A machine learning based
method for addressing large gaps is one of the contributions of this paper. We use a standard
curve fitting technique for small gaps.

2.5.1

Filter-based Noise Detection and Removal

For some non-rigid motion, the rigid body motion capture system introduces anomalous
artifacts to the motion signal, resulting in sporadic popping motions of certain leaves and
twigs. These artifacts are detected using convolution-based filtering techniques and are
replaced by fitting Bezier curves over the corresponding sections of the motion signal.

2.5.2

Small Gaps in Data

Small gaps in data are short sequences of 100 frames or less in which no position data is
recorded for a marker. Small gaps occur when a marker becomes occluded or is otherwise
lost. Linear interpolation is used to repair small gaps because linear interpolation can be
done quickly and is good enough for these gaps.
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Linear interpolation predicts missing marker positions based on the positions of
neighbors. For a marker with missing position data, we find the two nearest neighbors with
available position data. Then we compute Euclidean distances among the positions of these
three markers and a velocity for each marker. Different distance metrics can be used. By
doing linear interpolation according to the positions and velocities, we estimate the position
for the missing marker.
Linear interpolation works well if all three markers have similar movement. However,
if the motions of two different, but adjacent, missing markers have their positions interpolated
from the same set of nearby neighbors, the resulting interpolated motion may not preserve
each marker’s unique periodic motion. This may happen even though we aim to make the
interpolated motion fit smoothly with the existing motion for each marker. However, losing
periodic movements for a short period of time when repairing a small gap still results in
visually plausible motion.

2.5.3

Large Gaps in Data

Repairing large gaps in data is done using a more sophisticated interpolation scheme so that
the synthesized motion has good periodic properties. Large gaps in data refer to gaps which
comprise more than 40% of the entire motion trace collected for a single marker. A machine
learning algorithm builds a function that is used to infer motion that is used to fill large gaps.
Given the connection between two adjacent markers, motion data for both markers
at low wind speed, and motion data for one marker at high speed, the machine learning
algorithm trains a support vector machine (SVM) and defines a correlation function. This
approach is based on the observation that good data is captured for all markers at low wind
speed, but large gaps appear in the data for some markers at high wind speed. The SVM
learns a correlation between data from two markers collected at low wind speeds. This
relationship is used to estimate missing motion at high wind speeds under the assumption
that the relationship is not sensitive to wind velocity.
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The tree skeleton structure is used to find the nearest topological neighbor with motion
data for both high and low speeds. In most cases, markers at branch tips have missing data
while markers at the branch base have the required data. This is because markers at the
branch base move more rigidly than markers on tips. In these cases, the marker at a tip has
large gaps in motion data and its nearest neighbor in the direction of the branch base often
lies on the same branch.
Sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [14, 38] trains an SVM, which defines the
correlation function between the two markers’ positions at low speed. In order to improve
the precision of the correlation function and to avoid phase differences, the motion data from
each series is sorted in ascending order of displacement. Let Ma be the nearest neighbor to
Mb , which is a marker with missing motion at high speed. Ma and Mb both have motion
data at low speed. A learned function F estimates the position of Mb given Ma . Position
data from Ma recorded at high wind speeds is given to F , which then estimates Mb ’s position
at high wind speeds.
Figure 2.4 shows the estimated and actual position for one marker at low and high
wind speeds. The vertical axis is the displacement and the horizontal axis is the frame
number. In this figure, the motion of marker Ma at low wind speed, which is the topmost
trace on the left, is used with the recorded motion of marker Mb , which is the lower trace on
the left, to learn a function that predicts the position of Mb given the position of Ma . For
comparison, we placed the predicted position of Mb on the graph as well. The predicted
position of Mb closely matches the actual position at low wind speeds. At high wind speeds,
shown on the right, we held back the recorded position of Mb and predicted the position
of Mb in each frame given only the position of Ma . The predicted position of Mb at high
speeds closely matches the actual position of Mb but tends to overestimate the amount of
displacement in Mb .
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Figure 2.4: Predicted versus actual displacement for a marker at low and high wind speeds.
2.5.4

Leaf Motions

Motion data applied to leaves is based on motion captured from only a few leaves. This
motion is scaled and offset to simulate a greater variety and randomness of leaf motion. The
leaf geometry deforms along motion curves applied at the end, at the middle, and near the
stem.
The complexity of leaves moving in the wind precludes any attempt to correlate leaf
movement with the movement of the branch it is on. Leaves can be quite turbulent or almost
still on a branch that is either very still or sweeping any position through its arcs of movement.
However, motion of the leaves is scaled with the branch motion to suggest that they are
driven by the same wind. These two motion sets can also be decoupled for an artist to achieve
a particular effect.

2.6

Results

The final animation is shown in the video that accompanies this paper. In that video, most
motion capture artifacts have been removed and the motion looks reasonable. Results in
skeleton estimation and motion repair, which are the main contributions of this paper, were
given in the preceding sections.
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2.7

Conclusion and Future Work

A plausible tree skeleton can be reconstructed using a minimal spanning tree algorithm over
a cost function defined using position and motion data. The skeleton is plausible in the
sense that replaying the capture motion on the skeleton looks realistic. Gaps and errors
in motion capture data for trees can be replaced with data interpolated from neighboring
branch motion. These are important steps toward realizing motion capture of trees for tree
animation in games. Motion capture of tree motion is a good match for motion in games
because the resulting motion is realistic but requires only replaying, rather than simulating,
actual motion.
We had hoped to get better results with the repaired data and the rigid body algorithm
we used. Based on these results, we believe that investigating other approaches to processing
the point cloud are more promising than repairing the errors caused by using the rigid body
algorithm we used.
Future work could take several interesting directions. One of these is to avoid defining
rigid bodies for each branch while capturing motion by defining the tree as a non-rigid body,
which is a truer representation of its natural form. More work needs to be done to be sure the
algorithm scales well for capturing the motion of other tree subjects as well as for transferring
captured motion from one tree to another. By capturing data from multiple trees at once,
the interactions among them could be studied and applied to simulate groups of trees or even
forests.
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Chapter 3
Motion Capture of Rope

Jie Long, Bryce Porter, Michael Jones. Motion Capture of Rope.

Abstract
We reconstruct rope motion from passive optical motion capture data using a statistical
model without a dynamic model of rope behavior. Progress in motion capture for faces and
cloth has limited applicability to the motion capture of rope because rope is a curved spline
rather than a curved surface. We present clustering, gap repair, and marker swap detection
algorithms based on linear interpolation and forward differencing under the assumption that
the rope does not stretch. Indexed marker positions are connected with a spline in each
frame to approximate the original rope. The model produces visually plausible animations of
rope motion from data collected for a person interacting with rope. The method fails when
the rope experiences large accelerations that result in motion that is not modeled by forward
differencing.
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3.1

Introduction

Motion capture for rope is a challenging problem because rope is a non-rigid body. The
problem is more difficult when the motion of a human character interacting with the rope is
also captured in the same scene because, before markers are indexed from frame to frame, it is
difficult to separate markers on the actor from markers on the rope. We present a statistical
motion estimation scheme with a clustering model to achieve motion capture of rope from
passive optical motion capture data. Our solution consists of novel approaches to clustering
and the repair of gaps and swaps, as well as segmenting rope motion from human character
motion.
Motion capture of human characters interacting with rope may have applications
in the production of computer-generated movies and video games. Using motion capture
data simplifies recording the interaction between characters and ropes while preserving the
subtleties of that interaction. Capturing interactions between rope and characters may be
particularly compelling when motion capture is already being used to record character motion.
In this paper, we focus on separating rope motion from actor motion and then reconstructing
the motion of the rope. A variety of existing methods can be used to reconstruct actor motion
from motion capture data. The approach allows reconstructing the interactions between
characters and thin, non-rigid bodies.
Prior work on non-rigid motion capture is mainly focused on facial motion ([24, 54])
and cloth motion ([4, 27, 40, 63]). Both facial motion and cloth motion aim to build a mesh
system for representing the motion of a surface. Motion capture of rope is a fundamentally
different problem because rope is more naturally represented as a curved spline rather than
as a curved plane (though a curved spline can be used to drive the motion of a plane).
Human motion capture using a rigid body model (such as [25, 44, 62, 68]) is a wellstudied area in motion capture but is less applicable to our research as removing the rigid
body assumption changes the problem. Worring’s [64] prior work in reconstruction of a
line-shaped object in 3D from several computer images solves essentially the same problem
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but would require a foreground–background separation step and a sharp image of the rope in
each frame.
Our solution reconstructs free motion of rope and ribbon from recorded motion capture
data. The captured data consists of an unindexed point cloud of purported marker positions.
A marker segmentation algorithm is used to first separate the rope markers from the character
so that the two motion streams can be reconstructed individually. A specialized clustering
method processes the captured rope motion data and creates motion traces for markers in
3D space. Each cluster represents the motion from a single reflective marker. The clustering
process also automatically detects and eliminates most noise. After creating these motion
traces, marker swaps are detected and repaired by assuming that the rope does not stretch.
Motion capture data marked as noise are revisited and used to fill gaps in marker traces if the
data fits existing motion traces without extending the rope length. Small gaps are filled using
linear interpolation and big gaps are filled using a structure-based midpoint displacement
algorithm. Human character motion can be reconstructed using any of a variety of algorithms
for reconstructing human motion from optical motion capture data. The resulting motion
streams containing rope and human motion, respectively, are recombined to recreate the
original motion in 3D.
Our contributions are the following:
(1) A marker segmentation algorithm that separates rope markers from the character
markers.
(2) A clustering algorithm to aggregate a point cloud into motion traces for non-rigid
ropes and ribbons.
(3) Forward differencing to estimate marker locations using previously labeled locations.
(4) A recursive midpoint displacement algorithm for fixing gaps.
These contributions allow us to recreate the interactions of a character with a rope or
ribbon from passive optical motion capture data. Side-by-side playback of the resulting 3D
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motion and video of the original motion show that the captured motion closely matches the
original motion.

3.2

Related Work

The process of reconstructing motion from motion capture data includes data collection,
data processing, and model mapping. Commercially available motion capture packages
provide tools for creating the motion of a few objects, including human bodies and faces.
Current research mainly aims to optimize the usage of collected motion data and to improve
the quality of the resulting motion. However, fundamental issues in the motion capture of
non-rigid bodies require additional investigation.
There are two common approaches to extracting human motion from motion capture
data. One is to extract a skeleton model or kinematic model from motion data [25, 44]. The
other is to predefine the skeleton and to apply motion capture data to animate the predefined
skeleton [62, 68]. Wen [62] uses a least-square optimizing method to match motion capture
data to a human skeleton. Zordan [68] maps motion capture data to a predefined skeleton
using a force-based physical model. In our research, the structure of the rope model is a
simple non-branching curve, so we predefine the rope shape and apply our algorithm to
automatically map motion data onto the predefined structure.
Liu and colleagues [22] take a data-driven approach to completing human motion from
a limited set of markers. A similar approach to rope motion reconstruction would require
recording and analyzing many different rope motions, which could then be fit to partial data.
Instead of a skeleton of rigid parts, non-rigid motion capture focuses on reconstructing
a mesh that deforms to match a moving surface such as a face or cloth. We also investigate
non-rigid motion capture, but we focus on curved splines rather than curved surfaces.
Motion capture for the human face is a well-studied problem. Approaches that use 3D
scans of face geometry [5, 35], a model of the underlying tissue [54], and displacement maps
[24, 26] have been investigated. These methods are not adequate for capture of rope motion
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Figure 3.1: Motion capture setup and notation for describing captured data.
because modeling deformed surface motion tracks a 2D surface rather than a 1D spline. In
practice a rope can undergo a wider range of motion, (such as coils, loops, and spins) than
a face, but markers on rope are visible from all angles, unlike markers on faces, which are
visible from only one side of the face.
Motion capture for cloth is also a well-studied problem. Prior work has been based
on analysis of video of cloth motion, including customized texture patterns [63], optical flow
[27], a stereo pair of images [40], and finding simulation parameters based on video [4]. As
with motion capture of the human face, we have posed the motion capture problem for rope
differently because rope has a different geometry and range of motions.
A finite element model can simulate rope motion [13], including effects such as tension,
shear, bending torsion, contact, and friction. Physical models for involve a parameter system
to describe mechanics and structure and can be computationally intensive.

3.3

Motion Capture Data

We use an optical motion capture system produced by NaturalPoint for recording data.1 This
section presents the notation used to describe motion capture data.
After the motion capture arena is set up, an actor stands in the center of the arena.
There must be enough space on all sides of the actor so that the rope can move freely and
still be in the view of the surrounding cameras. Before recording the motion capture session,
the actor assumes a T pose while the rope hangs vertically and separate from the actor. This
1

The system consists of 12 OptiTrack Flex:V100R2 camera mounted on light poles arranged in a circle
with a radius of approximately 2.5 meters.
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allows the marker segmentation and rope reconstruction algorithms to be initialized properly.
After initialization, the actor can then interact with the rope.
A motion capture session is n frames of motion capture data:

C = [f 1 , f 2 ..., f n ],

where each frame f i (1 < i < n) consists of an unordered set of q provisional marker locations:

f i = [pi1 , pi2 ..., piq ].
Each pij (1 < j < q) denotes the jth marker position at frame i. Figure 3.1 illustrates these
concepts. The left image shows a motion capture setup with a rope dangling from a pole in
the center of an arena. The next image shows a complete capture session, C, consisting of n
frames of data. Next, the marker positions recorded for a single frame f i are shown. Finally,
the light gray line connects positions in a trace, tj , of the position of a single marker across
frames.
In the following expressions, the superscript i of pij always denotes the frame number.
A provisional marker location pij is a triple denoting a 3D position in space. A marker
location mij is the location of a specific marker with index j in frame i. An initial trace, t˜j is
an incomplete estimate of the position of a single marker over time and is a list of marker
locations.

t˜j = [m1j , m2j ..., mnj ]

A final trace, tj , is an initial trace after processing to repair gaps and undo marker
swap.
In a single trace, a gap is a sequence of frames for which no provisional marker locations
were assigned. Gaps are caused by either occluded markers or failure to assign a marker
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location to a trace. The position of marker j for which a position is not unknown in frame p
is denoted by mpj = ⊥ as a gap.
Noise occurs when marker locations are created based on transient reflections in the
capture arena. Noise that creates motion outside our assumptions about rope motion is
automatically detected and eliminated during data processing.

3.4

Reconstructing Rope Motion

Rope motion can be reconstructed from unindexed marker positions using forward differencing
and a novel midpoint displacement algorithm without a physical model assuming that the
rope does not stretch. Our aim is to reconstruct rope motion from unindexed motion capture
data in the presence of noise and a human actor.
The main process is shown in Figure 3.2. Markers on the rope are first separated from
markers on the human actor so that markers tracking rigid bodies (such as the human actor’s
bones) can be processed separately from markers tracking non-rigid rope. The separation
process is described in Section 3.4.5; that section also shares ideas from the reconstructing
process. The unindexed points remaining after separating rope and actor motion are likely
to represent markers attached to rope and are labeled into separate traces using a nearestneighbor based clustering algorithm. All traces are assigned to a rope structure with a
predefined length. Marker swap and gaps in motion traces are detected and repaired using
statistical analysis along with the assumption that the rope does not stretch. Provisional
marker locations not included in a trace in the first pass are classified as noise but may not
be noise. After the first motion reconstruction pass, markers classified as noise are added to
existing traces if they match the rope structure and motion. A post-processing step checks
rope length and guides another round of processing if necessary. The process iterates until
gaps, noise and rope stretching fall below acceptable standards or the algorithm fails to
converge. In our research, some data, especially those with swaps and gaps, required two or
three rounds of processing, but most of the collected motion capture data required only one
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Figure 3.2: Process for converting unindexed marker positions into motion paths.
round of processing and the algorithm did not converge for data with noise and many large
accelerations of the rope.
After all motion capture data are matched into traces while noises and gaps are fixed,
a Catmull-Rom spline connects all marker positions and creates a smooth curve among these
positions on a rope.

3.4.1

Clustering Positions into Traces

For frame f i and initial trace t˜j we attempt to find a provisional position pix that is a good
match for t˜j in that frame. If no match is found, we set mij = ⊥.

mij






pix

if pix is a good match for trace t˜j in frame f i




⊥

otherwise

=

First, a small portion of the capture session with little or no movement is processed in
order to find the number and locations of markers. Next, a second round of clustering assigns
provisional marker positions across all frames to zero or one of the identified traces. Positions
not assigned to a trace are marked as noise and may be added to a trace later. Each round
of clustering is discussed in detail below.
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First Round of Clustering
The first round of clustering is performed on a stationary prefix session in which the markers
remain stationary for approximately one second. This is similar to capturing a T pose during
a motion capture session with a human actor.
Two parameters, γ and minPoints, are predefined. Parameter γ is a 3D vector of the
maximum allowable movement range for a marker during the stationary prefix. Parameter
minPoints is a threshold for the minimum number of provisional marker locations that must
be assigned to a trace for that trace to be retained in the next round. A trace set T is
initialized by separate initial traces t˜j as
T = t˜1 , t˜2 , t˜3 ....
In frame i, a position pix is appended as a marker location to trace t˜ij when it is the
closest provisional marker location to the average position of all the previous marker locations
in a trace and it is within the threshold γ. If no such provisional location exists for a trace
t˜ij , a gap t˜ij = ⊥ is marked for trace j in frame i. When a provisional marker location pix is
not appended to any trace, a new trace t˜ij is initialized with t˜ij = pix . After all provisional
marker locations are processed, traces which have fewer recorded positions than the threshold
minPoints are discarded and the positions are marked as unused data for future analyses.

Second Round of Clustering
The second round of clustering matches markers to traces using forward differencing (FD) to
predict future marker locations. FD with order s predicts an expected position Dji for trace
t˜ij in frame i. Differencing ∆sj is computed with order s(s > 0) for trace t˜ij from the previous
frames (i − s) to (i − 1):
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Figure 3.3: Clustering process for the second round.
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(3.1)

After getting the differencing values ∆sj , the predicted new position Dji for trace j in
frame i is estimated as



Dji =

s
X
w=0







s 
w

 ∆w mi−w .
 j j

(3.2)

The predicted position Dji preserves motion continuity from the previous s frames in
trace tj . Finding a new provisional marker position in the neighborhood of the predicted
position Dji is more precise than searching in the locus of the average position because the
expected position varies with velocity and acceleration.
However, large accelerations can result in a predicted marker position that is at a
different location than the actual marker. If the actual marker lies outside the neighborhood
of the predicted position then the marker will be missed, a gap will be created in the trace,
and the marker position will be marked as noise. Later, after repairing gaps and swaps, it
may be possible to insert the missing marker position into the trace.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the clustering process. The image on the left shows the provisional
marker positions in f i . FD on markers 1 through 6 from f i−s to f i−1 , where positions of
markers 1 through 6 from f i−1 are shown in light gray, is used to identify likely positions of
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markers 1 through 6 in f i . These likely positions are called neighborhoods and are contained
in the gray circles in the middle image. Next, for all marker positions mij in the neighborhood
of Dki compute:

t˜ik = mij = min∀pix ∀Dyi pix − Dyi .

(3.3)

A provisional marker location pix is appended to trace t˜ik if pix is the nearest provisional
marker location in the neighborhood Dki predicted from trace t˜ik . This is shown on the right
side of Figure 3.3 as one of the provisional markers is assigned to traces 1, 2, and 4. In each
case, the provisional marker location is assigned to a trace that has the nearest neighborhood
Dki to the location. If no such pix lie within the forward differencing estimation then t˜ik = ⊥.
In Figure 3.3, trace 3 is assigned to ⊥ because no provisional locations lie close enough to the
position of trace 3 from f i . A provisional marker location pix might be mapped to more than
one trace—as is the case for traces 5 and 6 in the figure. In this case, the closest trace keeps
the provisional marker location pix while the others are marked as having a gap. In this case,
trace 6 is closer to the shared position and trace 5 is marked with a gap. If a provisional
marker location pix is not clustered with any trace then that position is marked as unused
data. The remaining black dots in the right side of Figure 3.3 are marked as unused data
and may be assigned to traces later, which is discussed in Section 3.4.4.
Figure 3.4 demonstrates a trace graph for 5 dangling ropes instrumented with 5
markers each. The left image is before clustering and the right is after. All traces are painted
in different colors. Black circles indicate the stationary positions of each marker. Noise and
unused data are detected but not shown in the image of the reconstructed traces on the right.

3.4.2

Swaps

Marker swap occurs when marker positions are assigned to the wrong trace. In our data,
marker swaps occur at a rate of about one swap per thousand frames of data. While swaps
are uncommon, swaps lead to visually implausible animations, as the rope appears to twist
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Figure 3.4: An input point cloud and clustering result.
and bend unnaturally. In many cases, swaps lead to the appearance of the rope stretching.
This is the key to detecting such swaps. A rope with length greater than the initial stationary
length is called a stretched rope and likely indicates a marker swap.
A segment is the span of rope between any two markers on a single rope. Stationary
marker positions from the first round of clustering are denoted m̄x and m̄y . With a distortion
factor α for length error tolerance, a rope segment between markers mx and my is considered
stretched if
mix − miy > α ∗ km̄x − m̄y k .

(3.4)

The distortion factor α is small enough to detect swaps before they are visually significant.
We set the value of α in [0.1,0.15].
We implemented two approaches for finding rope stretching: a case-based approach
and brute force. The case-based method only checks rope length when there is a reasonable
chance of swapping while the brute force approach checks rope length in every segment in
every frame.
In the case-based approach, we collect candidate swapping points based on two
assumptions: (1) when the distance between any two provisional marker locations is smaller
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than a threshold minDist and (2) after a gap whose length is bigger than a threshold
maxGapLen. After collecting all candidate swapping points, the segment length at a
candidate swapping frame is checked using equation 3.4. After two markers approach in
space, the following N frames have higher probability of containing a swap because the
clustering-based labeling process might swap positions. Therefore, segment length is checked
the N frames after markers pass in close proximity. A related segment is a rope segment that
contains candidate swapping points. A swap of two candidate points is detected and repaired
if the potential swapping satisfies two requirements: (1) before the swap, both lengths of
related rope segments are stretched, and (2) after the swap, at least one of these lengths is
corrected.
In the brute force method, the rope length is checked in each frame using equation 3.4
with a distortion factor α. When rope length is stretched in a frame, we try all permutations
for all marker positions for all ropes in a scene. Swap repair stops when all rope lengths are
not stretched or when all permutations have been checked. However, in the worst case, the
number of permutations is in the order of n!, where n is the number of marker locations.
That makes this approach infeasible in most cases.

3.4.3

Gaps

Given a trace, a gap is a sequence of frames in which recorded marker positions were not
assigned to that trace. Gaps are repaired by filling gaps with estimated locations. A small
gap has less than five continuous missing frames. Small gaps are fixed by linear interpolation.
Fixing a large gap uses assumptions about rope shape, statistical characteristics of the marker
and the movement of other markers on the same rope. This section focuses on repairing large
gaps.
A gap session is a span of time in which multiple traces have gaps. During a gap
session, multiple traces might have gaps with different durations. Smaller gaps and gaps in
traces with small ranges of motion (if any) are repaired first.
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Figure 3.5: Estimating the position of marker mi in the center frame of a long gap using the
positions of markers mj , mj 1, and mj 2.
A recursive midpoint displacement method estimates marker positions through large
gaps. This process is shown in Figure 3.5. Suppose the trace of marker mi includes a gap
from frames k to k + n and that the trace of nearby marker mj is complete over the same
span. Marker mj is adjacent in the sense that it lies next to, or near, marker mi on the rope
segment. Figure 3.5 contains rope positions in the top series of frames, and timelines at the
bottom of the figure show which marker positions in which frames are used to estimate the
position of marker mi at the frame k + n/2 in the middle of the gap. Marker locations in the
top series of frames and the timelines are color-coded. The process involves estimating the
distance between mi and mj , estimating the position of mi , and then estimating direction
from mj to mi . These estimates are generated from known marker positions in frames k,
k + 2 and the midpoint frame.
The estimated distance between known markers for the segment at the middle frame,
lc (where c = k + n/2), is computed by averaging the segment length between mj and mi
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(shown in purple in the figure) starting in frame fk and ending in frame fk+n .


lc =

− mk+n
mki − mkj + mk+n
i
j



(3.5)

2

The preliminary location of mi in frame c, which is denoted m̃ci , is the average of the locations
of mi at the start and end frames.

m̃ci =

mki − mik+n
2

(3.6)

The position of mi at the start and end frames is shown in green in Figure 3.5.
Next, the direction from mcj to mci is estimated using the weighted sum of the direction
from mcj to m̃ci and the direction between two other nearby markers mcj1 and mcj2 (shown in
red in Figure 3.5). The direction dˆc is given by
h







dˆc = N orm α ∗ mcj − m̃ci + β ∗ mcj1 − mcj2

i

,

(3.7)

where α and β are weighting parameters.
Finally, the location of marker mci in frame c is determined by moving a total of lc
units along the normalized vector dˆc starting at known marker location mcj :
mci = mcj + lc dˆc .

(3.8)

The new position is shown in blue in Figure 3.5.
The midpoint displacement method proceeds recursively and fills data in all the gaps
in the gap session. When length of a sub-session gap is fewer than 5 frames, it will be fixed
using linear interpolation.
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3.4.4

Add Unused Data

The unused data are revisited and added to existing traces if applicable. The nearest unused
provisional location piy to a marker location mi±1
in the neighboring previous or next frame
x
fills a gap location mix = ⊥ if
mix = piy = min∀mix ∀piy piy − mxi±1 ,

(3.9)

where y ∈ y1 , y2 , ...yz and ranges over unused locations.
The segment length resulting from using the closest provisional location piu is evaluated
using equation 3.4. If the segment is not stretched and equation 3.9 is satisfied, the unused
provisional location will be added in a trace to replace a gap mix .
The process is repeated over the entire session. When there is a gap, the left and
right ends of the gap are processed first because there are data available in the neighboring
previous or next frames. This process is repeated for all gaps until no more unused data is
added to a gap.

3.4.5

Separate Rope Markers from Actor Markers

Rope motion captured with a human actor is separated from the actor’s motion. The
segmentation is an important step in our method for recreating animation of an actor
interacting with rope. Rope markers are separated from markers on the actor after grouping
markers into traces across frames. The clustering method used to group markers is identical to
the clustering method described above. Alternatively, it may be possible and more desirable
to separate rope and actor markers by tracking the actor skeleton as a collection of rigid
bodies and classifying the remaining marker positions as rope markers.
After the segmentation, rope motion is reconstructed from purported rope marker
positions by repairing gaps and swaps and then adding unused markers as described previously.
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Figure 3.6: Rope marker selection.
To initialize rope marker locations, a user makes a simple selection of all and only the markers
that belong to the rope, as shown in Figure 3.6.
As in Section 3.4.1, at each frame we attempt to find a provisional marker location that
is in close proximity to the next estimated position for a marker trace. When no provisional
marker location can be found for a trace, instead of labeling a gap, we create a temporary
marker for the marker trace. The temporary marker allows the algorithm to continue tracking
a marker despite the presence of noise and gaps in the motion capture data.
In order to track a marker, we match provisional markers to traces using a linear
combination of two predicted positions, Vji and Nji . The first predicted position, Vji , is based
on the last known velocity of the marker using equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). The other
position, Nji , is predicted using a midpoint displacement method, as described in Section
3.4.3, using equation (3.5)–(3.8).
Then Vji and Nji are combined as follows:

Fji = αVji + (1 − α)Nji ,
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(3.10)

where α is one over the number of consecutive temporary markers. This means that
the more consecutive temporary markers the trace has the less we rely on Vji , because it
could have strayed too far from the actual rope markers. After fully segmenting the rope
markers from the human markers it is possible to reconstruct the motion streams for each
independently.

3.5

Results

We present results that indicate that, under the assumption that the rope does not stretch,
rope motion can be plausibly reconstructed from passive optical motion capture data without
a physical model of rope dynamics. This can be done in the presence of a human actor whose
motion is tracked in the same capture session.
Figure 3.7 shows the reconstruction of a motion capture session in which the character
is jumping rope. Comparison with still frames taken during the capture session shows that
both the marker segmentation and reconstruction algorithms accurately reproduce the original
motion.
Gap filling results in motion that is similar to missing motion in both magnitude and
direction and has good continuity with surrounding motion. Figure 3.8 shows the average
error for reconstructed marker positions for gaps created by holding back data from a motion
capture session. The horizontal axis shows the gap size in frames and the vertical axis shows
the mean error for all frames in gaps of that size. The data in Figure 3.8 were generated from
5,000 randomly generated gaps. The curve is not smooth because of the random factors we
included in the analysis. A gap created at different phases of a motion path might produce
different values of error.
Figure 3.9 compares the original shape of the model with our results. In the top row
of Figure 3.9(a), we compare the ground truth motion data (left) with data generated by the
gap-filling algorithm (right). The data shown in dash-dots on the left and right sides of each
image is held back during gap filling. The synthesized motion, which is the bottom marker
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Figure 3.7: Screenshots of the original motion, segmented rope and character markers, and
the reconstructed rope with the human markers.
in solid lines on the right image of (a), preserves good continuity with existing motion and
rope shape. Figure 3.9(b) shows traces (right) created from raw point cloud (left).
The process accurately extracts motion in a variety of settings. Still images from both
video taken during a capture session and reconstructed motion from that session are shown
in Figure 3.9(c)–(f). Each scenario is described subsequently, and complete video clips are
included as reference material with this paper.
Five dangling ropes, as shown in Figure 3.9(c), have one end fixed to a horizontal
support bar and rope motion is driven by hitting the ropes with a stick. This scenario is
easy to process because one end of the rope is anchored to a fixed position in space and rope
motions are relatively small. The resulting motion is smooth with few gaps and little noise.
We recorded a rope dropping from the horizontal support bar (shown in Figure 3.9(d)).
The rope has one end fixed to the bar. The rope is nudged over the edge of the bar using a
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Figure 3.8: Analysis of gap-filling algorithm. The horizontal axis is gap size and the vertical
axis is error, which is the difference between the motion captured data after clustering and
the data estimated by our method.
stick. This scenario is more complex than the five dangling ropes because the rope moves
more quickly and with more bending. We processed this data in inverse time order, so the
structure of dangling rope is clearer at the end than at the beginning of the session .
The motion of unanchored ribbons is more difficult to process because ribbons have
less mass and are not anchored in this example. Figure 3.9(e) and (f) show two frames
from two sessions involving ribbons attached to a wand that is waved freely in the capture
arena. Ribbon is also more difficult because it is a lighter material that accelerates with less
force than rope. By mapping different textures to the single ribbon motion, we create some
interesting effects, such as animating lace cloth and a Japanese fish flag based on captured
data.

3.6

Conclusion and Discussion

Our work produces visually plausible rope motion from passive optical motion capture data
using a statistical model under the assumption that the rope does not stretch. The algorithm
uses a novel clustering scheme, forward differencing, and a recursive midpoint scheme to
automatically detect and remove most noise, gaps, and marker swaps. The algorithm preserves
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Figure 3.9: Screenshots of reconstructed motion of ropes and ribbon.
continuity of motion in traces and fits the shape of rope. This work lays a foundation for
further investigation of motion capture for non-rigid bodies using statistical rather than
physical models. The approach to the problem may advance motion capture results for
non-rigid bodies driven by complex or poorly understood physical systems.
Complicated motions (such as spirals, collisions, sudden changes in movement, or
extremely fast movement) are not well handled in this model. Our assumptions for detecting
swaps may be oversimplified relative to natural movement. Consideration of other factors,
such as velocity or acceleration, might improve gap-filling results. We have used a simple
method for interpolating rope position between markers. More complex methods may result
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in more plausible results particularly when the distance between markers on the rope is
large.
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Chapter 4
3D Tree Modeling Using Motion Capture

Jie Long and Michael Jones. 3D Tree Modeling using Motion Capture. IEEE The Fourth International Symposium on Plant Growth Modeling, Simulation, Visualization and Application
(PMA ’12), to appear.

Abstract
Recovering tree shape from motion capture data is a first step toward efficient and accurate
animation of trees in wind using motion capture data. Existing algorithms for generating
models of tree branching structures for image synthesis in computer graphics are not adapted
to the unique data set provided by motion capture. We present a method for tree shape
reconstruction using particle flow on input data obtained from a passive optical motion
capture system. Initial branch tip positions are estimated from averaged and smoothed
motion capture data. Branch tips, as particles, are also generated within bounding space
defined by a stack of bounding boxes or a convex hull. The particle flow, starting at branch
tips within the bounding volume under forces, creates tree branches. The resulting shapes
are realistic and similar to the original tree crown shape. Several tunable parameters provide
control over branch shape and arrangement.
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Figure 4.1: Maple model.

Figure 4.2: Various tree shapes generated from the same set of motion capture data.
4.1

Introduction

Reconstruction of tree shape from motion capture data is an important step in replaying
motion capture of trees under external forces, such as natural wind. Motion capture provides
a fast and easy way to collect the locations over time of retroreflective marker locations
placed on an object. In this paper, we address the problem of creating 3D tree shape from
motion capture data. We also discuss best practices for collecting motion data from a tree.
This research focuses on reconstructing static 3D tree shape with branching skeletons from
data collected by a motion capture system.
Solutions to the motion capture problem for trees can be applied to problems in visual
effects and the study of tree motion. Motion capture is a potential solution because motion
capture data includes effects that are difficult to model in simulation, such as variable branch
stiffness, non-uniform variation in size, and emergent effects due to leaf deformation.
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Tree shape modeling has long been studied in computer graphics. Past methods
include particle systems [29, 34, 46, 50], L-systems [20, 21, 43], parametric models [60],
photographs [29, 45, 58], and videos [8, 19]. Most of these methods result in satisfying
tree shapes but do not leverage the 3D positions of motion capture markers, which are
recorded as part of a motion capture session but require a different set of inputs. Imageor video-based approaches convert a set of 2D input images into 3D tree models by filling
in the missing dimension. Motion capture systems can record tree shape in 3D with high
precision (using similar techniques for converting a set of 2D images to a 3D model). Prior
work in reconstructing tree shape from motion capture data using either exact measurements
or markers placed within the crown does not scale and does not apply when leaves occlude
the branching structure.
We reconstruct 3D tree shape using particle flow with motion capture data as input.
Passive optical motion capture1 records locations of reflective markers in the capture arena.
We place markers only at branch tips on the edge of the tree crown. Approximately 30
markers cover the crown shape of a medium-sized tree. We do not put markers on each
branch tip because passive optical motion capture systems cannot reliably track more than
70 markers. A particle flow algorithm generates branching structures starting at the recorded
tip positions. Additional starting points are defined within the estimated volume of the
tree crown using a vertical stack of bounding boxes or a convex hull. The bounding space
approximates the tree crown and bounds particle flow and creation. The step length of a
particle’s flow varies with the distance to the nearest trunk point. The direction of particle
motion is a combination of three forces: gravity, shape-format, and wind. The shape-format
guides the particles to preserve the original tree shape. The dominant wind direction is
recorded during the motion capture process. We also introduce two vectors with one pointing
to the nearest trunk point and the other pointing to a constant predefined attractor point.
These vectors are factors for the direction and magnitude of the forces.
1

http://www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack/
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In this paper, we propose a new particle flow method for reconstructing tree shape
from only motion capture data. Our primary contributions are
• a simplified particle flow algorithm for constructing tree shapes from a sparse set of
branch tip positions as collected as part of motion capture and
• a method for deploying passive optical motion capture to reconstruct the shape and
motion of trees in the laboratory.
The combination of motion capture with a particle flow method provides a fast and
easy approach for creating complex 3D tree shapes. The resulting tree shapes are similar
to the original trees, as shown in Figure 4.1, and can be used to replay motion similar to
the captured motion. With the flexibilities of tuning the forces, we can produce several tree
shapes besides the original shape. Figure 4.2 shows various tree shapes generated from the
same set of motion capture data and demonstrates the flexibility of our forces for guiding
particle flow.

4.2

Related Work

Our work is most closely related to prior work in tree modeling and applied motion capture.
Our purpose is to investigate methods for creating tree shapes on which motion capture
data can be replayed. Compared to prior work in modeling trees, we use motion capture as
our equipment to collect partial information of tree shape and run particle flow to complete
the modeling. Compared to prior work in motion capture, we design a new data collection
process for non-rigid bodies and reconstruct realistic 3D models out of the data.

4.2.1

Tree Modeling

L-systems [20] generate a tree’s branching structure using axioms and rules in a concurrent
context-free rewriting system. L-systems have been extended in many ways. The extension
most relevant to our work is [43], in which L-systems are enriched with partial differential
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equations and can be parameterized to reconstruct the shape of a specific tree or plant. We
chose not to investigate L-systems, or Weber and Penn’s parametric tree model [60], for this
application because particle flow from recorded branch tip positions closely matches the data
collected in motion capture.
More recent work in tree shape modeling involves particle systems. With the exception
of Palubicki’s work [34], particle systems approximate tree shapes obtained from photographs
[29, 45, 58]. Palubicki et al . devised a particle flow which approximates bud fate models.
These methods are not directly applicable to motion capture data because these methods
use photographs or environmental conditions that are not collected during motion capture.
Photographs of the tree could be taken during motion capture (and indeed are taken during
optical motion capture), but we only take marker positions as input because this simplifies
data collection and processing by reusing the background removal and image alignment
performed as part of marker position calculation.

4.2.2

Applied Motion Capture

Motion capture has been mainly used in rigid bodies, such as human motion. It produces
positions for points on an object over time with very small measurement errors.
Motion capture systems have been widely used for human or animal motion capture
[25, 44, 62]. Kirk [16] automatically generates rigid skeletons from optical motion capture
systems by preserving a constant distance for each rigid part. These algorithms assume that
the distance between markers on the same bone is invariant and cannot be directly applied to
non-rigid bodies, such as natural trees, because the distance between markers is not invariant
as the object deforms.
Prior work in motion capture for non-rigid bodies includes several approaches to facial
motion (including [26, 54]). These methods are based on domain-specific features of the facial
structure or patterns. Obviously these domain-specific features do not apply to tree shape
reconstruction or motion capture.
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The uniform branching structure of human bodies has led to well-understood processes
for deploying markers on a human. The number and placement of markers is a critical part
of successful motion capture using a passive optical system. Trees have a more complex and
less predictable topology and require a different approach to marker placement. Previously
[23], researchers attempted to directly replay the motion of a tree in wind following the
exact motion paths collected for all branches by putting markers on every branch of the
tree. Leaves on the tree create marker occlusion, which results in poor data. In addition,
manually defining branch topology to exactly match the subject tree is labor intensive. In this
paper, we design a data collection and tree modeling process to overcome these difficulties by
building a similar, but not exact, copy of the branching structure from a partial collection
of branch tip positions. Ongoing work focuses on replaying collected motion such that the
motion looks natural on an approximate copy of the branching structure.

4.3

Motion Capture of Trees

In this section, we describe how to collect data from trees using a motion capture system
such that the data supports reconstruction of tree shape. The data is collected indoors on
trees with heights less than 2.5 meters. The data collection process results in an unindexed
set of marker locations over time for a small set of instrumented tree branch tips.
We use a passive optical motion capture system (Optitrack V100 by NaturalPoint)1
to collect data. The passive optical capture system strikes a balance between conflicting
features. Passive optical systems can reliably track up to 70 markers, and some markers
weigh only a few grams. This is ideal for working with tree crowns. Active optical and active
magnetic systems use heavier markers and cannot track more than 20 markers at once. The
magnetic systems have the advantage of not having visibility occlusions and being able to
track position and rotation, but they are more expensive than passive optical systems and
1

http://www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack/
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can track fewer branch tips. Magnetic system markers are heavier and may alter branch tip
motion.
Collecting data from natural trees is challenging for passive optical motion capture
systems because trees are non-rigid bodies and are partially self-occluding. The following
method for deploying passive optical motion capture systems collects data from which tree
shape and motion can be inferred.
Twelve or more cameras are arranged in a circle around the tree with six cameras
located approximately 0.8 meters above the ground and another six cameras are located 3.3
meters above the ground. For each camera, the field of view is adjusted to include the entire
tree. About 30 markers are placed on branch tips throughout the crown. Markers are square
retroreflective markers with a surface area of about 1 cm and adhesive backing. Markers
are placed to cover branch tips on each major branch from the stem and to provide nearly
uniform coverage of the crown. On these branch tips, the square-shaped markers are wrapped
to cover the whole tip so these markers are visible to most of the cameras from different view
angles. Uniform coverage improves both shape reconstruction and motion capturing. Placing
markers such that their motion paths overlap complicates algorithms for extracting motion
paths from unindexed marker positions. For a medium-sized tree, the number of branch tips
exceeds the number of markers so that not every branch tip is covered by a marker. Leaves
around the marker are removed to improve marker visibility so the resulting 3D tree shape
preserves the shape of the original tree crown. While recording tree motion we use an electric
fan to create wind around the tree because data is collected indoors. The wind direction is
inferred from where the fan sits relative to the tree. Other statistic methods, such as PCA
(principle component analysis) can also compute the dominant wind direction after motion
data of branch tips are processed.
Photographs in Figure 4.3 show the arrangement of the motion capture cameras and
the reflective markers as deployed on an indoor pine tree. Markers are placed at branch tips
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Figure 4.3: Marker placement on the crown periphery avoids occlusion while generating data
that can be used to generate crown structure.
shown as white dots in the image. The right side image shows marker locations in the red
box on the left side image.
Our design requires less user intervention, produces cleaner motion capture data , and
may support animation of tree motion.

4.4

Data Processing

Simply inferring positions from one frame of captured data is not adequate due to noise.
These branch tips with markers are called ”recorded” or ”captured” tips. However, the initial
locations of recorded branch tips may contain errors due to noise in either the system or the
capture environment.
A clustering algorithm approximates a single initial position from a collection of
captured initial positions for recorded branch tips while minimizing error from the motion
capture system. The clustering algorithm analyzes positions over many frames of motion
capture data and eliminates gaps and noise. Gaps occur when a marker is not present in a
frame. This algorithm uses forward differencing to predict a position for a marker at frame M
based on positions in previous frames. The closest marker in the next frame is added to the
motion trace for the marker if there is a marker located close enough to the predicted position.
If there is no marker position recorded close enough to the predicted position, that marker is
marked with no data, i.e. a gap, for that frame. Gaps are repaired using interpolation over
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the motion path for a marker. If the number of marker positions recorded for a marker over
time is less than 1/4 of the total frames, that partial marker trace is marked as noise and
eliminated.
If the capture process includes several hundred frames of data in which the tree is not
moving, averaging branch tip positions over these frames results in precise estimates of initial
positions. In most cases, the number of markers inferred from the clustering process matches
the number of markers placed on the tree.

4.5

Generating 3D Tree Shape

Particle flow is a well-studied approach to generating 3D branching structure for trees
[29, 34, 46, 50]. We adapt the method to motion capture data. The 3D tree crown boundary
inferred from motion capture data constrains the particle range and preserves the original
3D tree silhouette. We use a stack of bounding boxes or convex hulls to represent the crown
boundary. Particles, either generated randomly in the boundary or locations of branch tips
recorded by motion capture, are moving towards trunk nodes. Three forces—gravity, internal
force, and external force—drive the particle flow process. The paths of the particle flow
produce branching structure. By attaching leaves to the branching structure, we generate a
3D tree model that has similar appearance as the natural tree shape.
We synthesize a trunk in the center of the crown shape, as shown in Figure 4.4. Figure
4.4a shows a photograph of a pine tree with markers placed on its crown. Figure 4.4b contains
a bounding box of these marker locations and a straight vertical line representing trunk
shape. The length of the line is scaled by the crown height of the bounding box. On this line
segment, we generate about 10 trunk nodes. Random offsets to these nodes in the x and z
direction are added as shown in Figure 4.4c.
A particle represents a branch tip. One group of particles is 3D positions of branch
tips recorded from motion capture, which is described in Section 4.4. Figure 4.4a shows a
photograph of a pine tree with markers placed on the crown. All the branch tip locations
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(a) A pine tree with (b) A straight line represents (c) Adding random offsets
markers.
the trunk.
looks more natural.

Figure 4.4: A simple trunk model is added to the collection of branch tip positions.
recorded by motion capture are labeled with white dots. These particles are shown in black
circles in Figure 4.5c and Figure 4.6.
Because of motion capture’s limited capability, we cannot record locations for every
branch tip on the tree. Another group of particles is randomly generated within the bounded
space of all the recorded branch tip positions. In Figure 4.5c and Figure 4.6, these particles
are green.
Instead of using one single bounding box for the whole tree crown, we create a vertical
stack of bounding boxes as shown in Figure 4.5. The new bounding boxes more closely match
the tree shape. In Figure 4.5c, the crown height is evenly divided into four parts. Particles
are randomly generated inside the smaller bounding boxes, as shown using green dots in
Figure 4.5c. The total number of branch tips, including motion capture branch tips and
randomly generated particles, is set to be similar to the original tree. The number of green
dots in each box is proportional to the number of black dots. Therefore, we maintain a similar
total amount and distribution of natural tree branch tips.
Alternatively, we use a convex hull for all the particles, as shown in Figure 4.6. A
convex hull provides more precise bounding space than the stack of bounding boxes. However,
it requires a (slightly) more complex boundary detection scheme and more implementation
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5: New particles are added within a vertical stack of bounding boxes.

Figure 4.6: A convex hull for all the particles. Particles in black color are from motion
capture and particles in green color are randomly generated inside the convex hull.
details. Because of the precision that a convex hull brings, we recommend this approach for
building a bounding volume.
For the pine tree’s trunk, we generate nine nodes in a straight vertical line and add
random offsets in the x and z directions to these trunk nodes. The length of the line is scaled
about 1.2 times the pine tree’s crown height.
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(a) Flow direction
depends on root attractor and nearest trunk point po- (b) Root attractor point Sr
sitions.
and nearest trunk point St .

(c) Particle flow ends when a
particle merges with a neighbor or with the trunk.

Figure 4.7: A simple particle flow results in crown branching structure.
Trunk nodes contain a root attractor point and a nearest trunk point, as shown in
Figure 4.7. The root attractor point, shown in green, is the trunk node closest to the lower
bound of the bounding box for the entire crown. The nearest trunk point, which is shown in
blue for the red particle in Figure 4.7a, is the closest trunk node to a single particle.
Particles move under directions of three forces: gravity, shape-format, and dominant
wind. In Figure 4.8, we describe the direction and magnitude of each force. Gravity points
vertically down to the ground. We assume that a particle has higher mass when it is closer to
the trunk. This assumption follows the observation that when closer to the trunk, a branch
has a larger radius. For a particle with higher mass, it has a larger magnitude of gravity
and moves faster in the vertical downwards direction. Under this assumption, we set the
magnitude of gravity proportional to the distance between a particle position Sp and nearest
trunk point St .
We call the second force shape-format. Arborists distinguish styles of growth habit of
trees using different classifications, such as excurrent and decurrent. The force tries to guide
particle flow to follow the growth pattern of the original tree. Simulating different growth
patterns requires different definitions of the shape-format force. In this research, we provide
a simple example of shape-format definition. The shape-format force, shown in Figure 4.8,
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Figure 4.8: Forces: gravity, shape-format, and dominate wind. Sp : position of a particle. Spy
is position of a particle in y direction. St : position of the nearest trunk point. Sr : position of
the root attractor point. Fw : wind measured from motion capture setup. α: scaling weight
in range of [0, 1]. n: number of particles.
guides the particle flow process by height and depth of a tree crown. The direction of the
force is pointing to the root attractor point Sr from particle location Sp . The magnitude of
the force is the average height of all the particles with a weight parameter α. The higher the
center of all the particles, the stronger the shape-format force points to the root attractor
point Sr . This force is a pre-computed global force, which is a constant for all the particles.
The direction of the force ensures that a particle finally merges to trunk nodes, and therefore
all the branches grow towards the trunk.
The dominant wind direction is recorded from the motion capture setup, as described
in Section 4.3. Wind force is a special case of external force acting on the tree’s branching
shapes and structures. While doing motion capture, we record the location of the electrical
fan. Because we only use one fan to create wind, that is the only source of explicit external
force. Alternatively, the dominant wind direction can be inferred from tree movements
recorded in motion capture data. Statistic methods, such as PCA , can estimate the dominate
wind direction.
The flow of particles starts at branch tips. Some particles merge in the flow process
while others eventually reach and merge to the trunk. At each time step, we compute for
step size and direction of a particle. The step size L is:

L = β ∗ ||Sp , St ||,
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(4.1)

where β is a tunable parameter in range of [0.1, 0.5] for most of our tree models.
The step direction combines all the three forces. Figure 4.7b shows the computation of the
direction for particle i, which is shown as particle A in Figure 4.7b. Each force has a weighting
parameter ω that tunes the relative importance of each vector and provides flexibility in
~ i is given by
creating branching shapes. The particle step direction D

~ i = (ω1 ∗ G
~ i + ω2 ∗ S~i + ω3 ∗ W
~ i )/3,
D

(4.2)

~ i is direction of gravity, S~i is direction of
where ω is the weight of the direction, G
~ i is the wind direction for particle i where i ∈ [1, ..., n].
shape-format, and W
~ the new particle position V (m) is given by
Using step size L and direction D,

~ i,
V (m) = V (m − 1) + L ∗ D

(4.3)

where m is current time step and V (m − 1) is the particle position at the last time
step.
At each time step, after updating all the particle positions, particles might be merged.
When the distance between a pair of particles is less than a predefined merging threshold,
those particles are combined. When the distance between a particle and a trunk point falls
below a predefined merging threshold, that particle is merged with the trunk. In Figure 4.7c,
we demonstrate the paths of particle flow. Particle A, B, and C are moved using the step
and direction. Particle A and B are merged at point AB and finally merged to the trunk.
Particle C merged to the trunk point after two time steps of movement.

4.6

Adding Leaves

Tree leaves are visually important to 3D tree models. After the branching structure is
generated, leaves are attached. We use predefined leaf shapes, growth patterns, densities,
and sizes. Also, because leaves do not always start growing at the beginning of a branch, we
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(a) Original collected data.

(b) Remaining branch tip locations after
clustering.

Figure 4.9: Clustering that removes noise that leads to spurious marker positions.
set a parameter called the leaf starting point. This parameter is proportional to a branch
length. For example, when the parameter is 0.3, it starts leaves after the point that is 0.3
times the branch length away from the branch starting point.

4.7

Results

Results are given for multiple trees, including maple and pine trees. The maple tree is
instrumented with 24 markers placed on the periphery of the crown at branch tips and
the pine tree is instrumented with 35 markers also located on branch tips. We collect
the stationary locations of these markers for about 20 seconds at the capture rate of 100
frames/sec.
Figure 4.9a shows all the recorded locations as red dots for a single frame, and Figure
4.9b shows averaged locations from each cluster of marker positions for clusters in which
the number of frames with a position in that cluster is 1/4 of the total frame count. The
data is recorded when the tree is stationary. Notice that a point in the blue box in Figure
4.9a is identified as noise and removed by the clustering algorithm. For the maple tree, after
clustering and averaging only 24 markers remain and this matches the actual number of
markers placed on the tree.
Although initial marker positions are collected before wind is applied when the tree
is stationary, the data contain a small amount of noise, which can be removed to create a
single initial marker position. In Figure 4.10, we show marker positions over time for two
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(a) Close to white noise.

(b) Noise with apparent periods.

Figure 4.10: Marker positions over time contain a small amount of spurious motion that is
removed by averaging.
markers during the stationary phase. The horizontal axis shows time while the vertical axis
shows a marker location in 3D space. In the first image, movement in each direction spans
10−3 meters. In addition, in the second image there is apparently a small periodic motion for
the stationary branch tip. The range of motion is also within 10−3 meters. In both cases,
averaging removes this small motion and estimates initial marker positions based on the
average rather than a single position in a single frame.
A vertical stack of bounding boxes is a better approximation for the crown volume
than a single bounding box and results in better crown shapes. Each bounding box contains
branch tips and additional branch tips are added to each box. Figure 4.11a and Figure 4.11b
illustrate the difference between tree crowns created with and without a stack of bounding
boxes for a pine tree. Random particles placed uniformly within a single bounding box
result in a cube shaped tree. Placing particles in a vertical stack of bounding boxes better
approximates the original crown shape. Future work might include investigating non-uniform
distributions of randomly inserted points instead of using bounding boxes.
In Figure 4.11c and Figure 4.11d, we demonstrate the difference between tree shapes
using stacked box bounding volumes and those using convex hull bounding volumes. The
bounding box approach provides a looser bounding condition and allows more random factors
in the final tree shape. The convex hull approach more closely approximates the original tree
crown shape.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.11: Bounding volumes affect tree shape.
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Figure 4.12: Pine tree model. 3D tree models created from branch tip positions are similar
to the shapes of the trees from which branch tip positions were collected.
Particle flow starting from branch tips and using our simplified algorithm results in
tree crown shapes that mimic the shape of the tree from which data were collected. In the
Figure 4.12, we show the results from reconstructing a pine tree.
Besides replaying the original tree shape, our approach has enough flexibility to
produce different tree shapes based on the same set of motion capture data. Three forces with
their scales create particles’ moving paths, which represents branching structures. Figure 4.13
demonstrates that shape-format force sets the global attracting trunk node, which controls
the converging direction of particle flow. The resulting tree models display trees’ growth
styles in terms of excurrent and decurrent.
Figure 4.14 shows the impact of gravity on trees’ shapes with various values for the
weighting factor. When the factor is set to be negative, we create a special willow-like tree
shape.
Figure 4.15 shows tree models with different weighting factors of wind force. Bigger
values of the factor produces branches bending more toward the wind direction. Notice that
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Shape-format force.

(a) weighting factor: 0.01

(b) weighting factor: 0.20

(c) weighting factor: -0.20

Figure 4.14: Tree shapes with different weight factors for gravity.
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(a) Weighting factor: 0.01.

(b) Weighting factor: 0.07.

(c) Weighting factor: 0.15.

Figure 4.15: Tree shapes with different weighting factors for wind force.
the differences among these tree models are small, especially when compared to the influence
from the other two forces. This is because the value of force for a global wind direction is set
to be much smaller than that of the other two forces. Otherwise, when wind force dominates
the direction of particle movement, the particles might not be able to merge to a tree’s trunk
and might violate natural tree’s shape.
In Figure 4.16, we generate 3D tree models with different parameters for particle flow
with the same set of motion capture data. These results demonstrate that our approach
produces visually plausible tree shapes, which becomes scalable for more extended shapes
through tweaking parameters of the three forces.

4.8

Discussion and Future Work

Placing retroreflective markers on branch tips evenly spaced throughout the crown on trees
located in a passive optical motion capture arena results in data that can be used to reconstruct
tree shape and which may be usable for replaying branch motion. This can be done using a
simplified particle flow system starting from recorded branch tip positions supplemented with
additional random branch tip positions within a horizontal stack of bounding boxes and by
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.16: Various tree shapes.
setting two control parameters. A new data collection process designed for trees may extend
the use of motion capture to include trees and eventually other networks of non-rigid bodies.
Future work includes extending the process to large trees outdoors as well as improving
methods for animating the resulting tree models using the motion capture data. We have
reconstructed an approximate tree crown branching structure. Replaying the captured motion
data will require care to ensure that the motion of the approximate branching structure does
not include uncorrelated motion for branch tips who share a common parent.
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Chapter 5
A Realistic 3D Tree Model Based on L-Systems

Jie Long and Michael Jones. A Realistic 3D Tree Model based on L-Systems. Report for
UNEP Eco-Peace Leadership Center (EPLC), 2008.

Abstract
Constructing a 3D tree model manually is time consuming due to the natural complexity
of tree shapes. We introduce a new morphology-based method using L-systems for realistic
3D tree modeling. Using L-systems for describing tree branches as particles, this method (1)
introduces a hemisphere to generate particles, (2) uses a growth level to simulate different
ages of branches, and (3) applies a dynamic bounding box to detect local growth area in a
tree. This new method enhances the management of tree shapes by easing the control over
distributions of branches and leaves. To further validate the method, we demonstrate that
the method can simulate photorealism and growth around physical barriers. We evaluate this
model by particle flow and by complexity, showing performance competitive with existing
methods.
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5.1

Introduction

The natural complexity of trees has been challenging computer graphics for decades. Many
applications—film, 3D video games, city planning, and forestry—require clear, detailed 3D
tree models. Although methods exist for creating photorealistic tree models, these methods
are still cumbersome. Efficient methods for constructing 3D tree models are needed to deal
with the intractable computation of the detailed geometry. Since trees have many properties
due to the growth environment and kinds, models with global controls over shapes are also
important.
In recent years, techniques on image-based reconstruction and L-systems have been
widely used in 3D tree modeling research. Both methods have advantages and shortcomings.
Image-based reconstruction generates natural-looking 3D trees through image processing, but
models are limited to trees in the image and most need time-consuming manual modifications.
Although L-systems are efficient and easily implement in 2D or 3D tree models, using Lsystems representation alone makes it difficult to control small components in a tree (e.g., a
certain twig).
In this paper, we introduce a new method for 3D tree modeling based on L-systems.
This new method presents a 3D tree model with three innovations: a hemisphere, level
controls, and a dynamic bounding box. First we build a branch library using L-systems. A
branch unit, which is also a unit of L-systems and works as a particle, has several twigs.
A hemisphere on the top of a tree model controls the distribution of branches and leaves.
The growth levels simulate different ages of branches and leaves. A dynamic bounding box
constrains the local growth area in a tree by avoiding outer forces. In the implementation,
particles are generated on the hemisphere surface and begin to move in the hemisphere with
different starting angles. A ray defined by the position and angle of a particle is attracted
to the nearest branch in the existing tree. After a new branch attaches to the existing tree,
we enlarge the bounding box to the new tree shape. This bounding box grows with the tree
volume and can detect collisions with other objects or growth obstacles. In each growth
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interval, a certain number of branches are generated and distributed. In addition, leaves have
initial parameters for shapes, sizes and colors. We also distribute leaves from the hemisphere
surface. In each growth stage, leaves have different sizes and colors, but the same shape.
There are four steps in this 3D tree modeling. First, L-systems generate different
branch patterns. Second, a hemisphere designates probability distributions for generating
particles. Third, a branch from the branch library is randomly selected, a particle is generated
on the designated area, the ray to the tree model is computed, and the nearest growth point
is found. Finally, after constructing branches for the whole tree, leaves with different sizes
and colors are added to this model.
Using this new method, a 3D tree model is more efficient and controllable. We take
advantage of L-systems to describe branches for efficiency while overcoming the control scale
problem. L-systems and image-based methods control the whole tree at one time. They
generate tree models as a whole. However, our method manages small components of a
branch, but not the smallest components of twigs. The second advantage of this new method
is the ease of control over tree shape. The hemisphere controls distribution probabilities to
shape a tree. The bounding box flexibly constrains a proper growth area to detect outer
barriers like rocks and buildings. The parameters of a desired shape are far less than existing
methods. In addition, our method can distribute leaves with the same shapes but with flexible
sizes and colors due to the growth level of branches. Current methods including L-systems
and image-based approaches can’t manage the age-based distributions of leaves. Also, we
carried out a set of experiments to validate this new method: photokinesis simulation and
growth around physical barriers.

5.2

Related Work

Two main research directions in tree modeling are biology-based and morphology-based.
Models that mimic biological data are based primarily on patterns of tree growth. Some
tree modeling software, such as AMAP, COSSYM, and SVS, simulate tree growth based
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directly on biological data. Morphology-based methods focus on reconstructing tree shapes
from photographs or remote sensing (RS) images. Both biology-based and morphology-based
methods have applications in different areas. Forestry research uses biology-based models, and
3D games and movies use morphology-based models. Our system is mainly morphology-based
while also considering some biology characteristics of natural trees. In this section, we discuss
two primary morphology-based tree modeling methods: L-systems and image-based models.

5.2.1

L-systems

An L-system is a formal grammar that describes the recursive growth of a tree. The rules of
the grammar must be written by the user. Since the rules are applied locally, small changes
in the rules may cause large changes in the overall tree shape. Such behavior makes modeling
quite difficult. Various extensions of L-systems have been proposed, including parametric
[41], open [28], and differential L-systems [42]. These extensions are able to create a variety
of effects, but also require additional parameters from the user. Prusinkiewicz et al. [43]
present a modeling interface for L-systems to enhance the modeling ease, but a large set of
parameters still has to be defined by the user.
L-systems have both advantages and shortcomings. L-systems generate 2D and 3D
tree models efficiently. This method is easy to implement. However, L-systems generate tree
models at one time after defining an algorithm. Further modification of models is difficult.
L-systems go too far in simplifying tree models, so the results are not realistic.

5.2.2

Image Reconstructions

Reconstruction of tree shapes from photographs is an active area of research in 3D tree
modeling. 3D tree models from this method look natural because they are based on the
morphology of actual trees. People can use 2D source images, which are easily collected using
consumer digital cameras, to generate 3D tree models for almost any interesting trees.
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Shlyakhter et al. [53] direct the growth of L-systems using photographs. The registered
input images reconstruct a visual hull. The medial axis diagram of the hull constructs the
tree skeleton. L-systems describe smaller branches and leaves.
Reche Martinez et al. [45] describe a very precise, though complex, image-based
approach. In this case a set of carefully registered photographs determines the volumetric
shape of a given tree. The volume is divided into cells; for each cell a set of textures compute
a valid visual representation. The complete set of textures represents the tree quite faithfully.
Neubert et al. [29] present a method to produce 3D tree models from 2D photographs
using particle flows. Using image information, the author estimates an approximate voxelbased tree volume. Performing a 3D flow simulation, particles form the twigs and branches.
The botanical rules for branch thicknesses and branching angles produce the geometry of the
tree skeleton.
Tan et al. [58] propose an approach for generating 3D tree models from images. This
method requires little user intervention. This research populates the tree with leaf replicas
from segmented source images to reconstruct the overall tree shape. In addition, shape
patterns of visible branches can predict those of obscured branches.

5.2.3

Other Methods

There are some other famous approaches for tree modeling. Aono et al. [2] presented the
A-system. Oppenheimer [31] proposed the animation based on a fractal method. Reeves [47]
introduced a modeling method based on particle flow. Reffye et al. [7, 66] presented a model
based on botanical structures. Weber et al. [61] presented a method on generating trees in
several steps. Kurth’s team [17] developed LIGNUM [36] for 3D tree modeling.

5.3

Tree Modeling Using L-systems

Our method has four main parts: a branch library on L-systems, a hemisphere, growth level
controls, and a dynamical bounding box. L-systems are easy for describing, controlling, and
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implementing branch patterns. We can define iterations for each pattern. Users who know
L-systems can also define their own branch types easily. The hemisphere controls distribution
probabilities for branches and leaves, so we can control tree shapes with a proper randomness.
Different growth levels of the tree provide corresponding parameters for both branches and
leaves. The dynamical bounding box constrains the local growth area and detects outer
growth barriers. In a tree model, both local and global characteristics of a tree are considered.
Randomly selected L-systems branches control the local shape for every branch. However, we
use the probability hemisphere to control the global shape of a tree.
These four parts work together to produce many tree shapes with efficiency and
a natural look. Distribution probabilities for branches and leaves are designated by the
hemisphere. This process enables simulations referred to as probability distributions, such as
the photokinesis simulation. The bounding box controls local tree shape by detecting outer
factors and enables blocked growth. The growth level manages different growth stages for
the tree model to decide growth parameters for branches and leaves.

5.3.1

Branch Library on L-systems

L-systems define different branch shapes in our research. Constructing branch shapes is a
key problem in simulating 3D trees. Different L-systems algorithms result in different branch
patterns. For each branch pattern, we define its rules, angle, and number of iterations. In
Figure 5.1, we define a branch pattern using a one-iteration L-system (5.1a) and show the
corresponding branch shape (5.1b):
After giving an L-system for each branch pattern, we use an OpenGL library to draw
the corresponding branch. Each fragment (see lines in Figure 5.1b) of a branch is described
by a 3D cylinder. We then apply an angle at the joints to rotate these cylinders. Then we
get a 3D branch based on L-systems algorithms. All 3D branches in the branch library have
the same length and radius for every twig. When applying a branch to a tree model, we
compute the length and radius by parameters from the growth point.
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(a) L-systems algorithms.

(b) The corresponding branch.

Figure 5.1: Tree structure under L-systems.

Figure 5.2: Side view of a 3D tree model and hemisphere.
5.3.2

Hemisphere for Probabilities Distribution

A hemisphere controls the distribution of branches and leaves. We define it by a position, a
radius, and a probability distribution. The position of this hemisphere is on the top area of
a tree model. Its diameter is set by users for different purposes. For example, simulating
photokinesis requires the hemisphere to be big enough to include the track of sun movement.
The probability distribution divides the hemisphere into several parts and assigns probabilities
of particle generation to each part.
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Figure 5.3: An example of the probability distribution of a hemisphere (up view).
In Figure 5.2, we show the definition of a hemisphere. The size of the hemisphere is
bigger than the tree crown. The position is right next to the tree model and the center of the
hemisphere is perpendicular to the top of the trunk.
In Figure 5.3, we show an example of hemisphere division and a probability distribution.
We cut the hemisphere into several parts. Each part has a specific probability of generating
particles. These probabilities control the shape of the 3D tree model.
The functions of the hemisphere have three parts: arranging probabilities for generating
particles, defining directions for particles, and setting initial positions for particles. As in
Figure 5.3, these probabilities decide how particles generate in different parts. In this example,
particles are mainly generated in the shaded areas. If the shaded area is the track of the
sun’s movement, branches in a tree mainly grow towards these areas. When generating a
particle on the hemisphere, we first decide the initial position of this particle according to
the probability of its region. We then give an initial direction for this particle to move in the
3D scene.
After initializing a particle and its movement in the scene, we define a landing
constraint for the particle. The constraint is defined by the user. For example, we can use
the nearest Cartesian distance as the constraint. The distance is from the particle’s position
on the hemisphere to branch top points.
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After using the landing constraint to define the landing point on existing tree branches,
we select a branch pattern from the L-systems branch library. Using the growth parameters
of the landing point, we are able to attach the new branch to the existing tree.

5.3.3

Bounding Box for Local Growth Control

A bounding box defines the minimal 3D rectangular volume around the existing tree model.
The bounding box computes the current growth space. When the tree model grows larger,
the size of the bounding box grows simultaneously. Therefore, the bounding box can detect
whether there are intersections between the bounding box of the tree and other objects.
For example, after adding a new branch, if the tree’s bounding box intersects with a rock’s
bounding box, we can delete this branch and generate the next branch.
The bounding box is an approximate method for defining the tree’s growth area. In
fact, the most exact way is to calculate all points on the tree body. However, this approach is
very expensive and not necessary. In contrast, using a bounding box we only need to calculate
for two points and detect the growth area approximately. Since a tree has many branches,
such approximation highly reduces computations while properly detecting outer barriers.

5.3.4

Growth Level Controls

We introduce the level of growth to control the growth of branches and leaves. In Figure 4,
the tree model has three growth levels. Figure 5 shows the corresponding tree model for the
growth levels in Figure 4. Because natural trees grow new branches every year, the leaf sizes
and colors change according to branch ages and different parts of trees. For example, the
color of younger branches and leaves is light green while older ones are dark green or brown.
The growth level parameter tracks the age of branches and is used to define leaf and bark
appearance. When we add new branches or leaves, the age parameter indicates the right
colors, sizes, and other parameters for them.
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Figure 5.4: Growth level 1, growth level 2, and growth level 3 in a tree model.

Figure 5.5: A tree model with three growth levels.
Growth levels set different particle generations. In Figure 5.4, the first generation of
particles is the trunk, the oldest part in a tree, having a growth number 1. Then the second
generation, branches growing on trunks, has a growth number 2. After adding growth level 3,
we get a tree model as shown in Figure 5.5.
Leaves grown in these parts should have darker colors and bigger sizes than those
on top, which has a higher growth number. Therefore, different growth levels can simulate
different ages of branches and work as a reference for leaves.
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5.3.5

Tree Generation Steps

Based on the discussed four parts—L-systems, a hemisphere, a dynamical bounding box, and
growth level controls—we can generate a 3D tree model. There are three main steps in this
process: (1) define the hemisphere and the branch library, (2) generate particles and control
their movements, and (3) distribute the particles in a tree model. We discuss these steps
below.
(1) Define a hemisphere and a branch library.
We define the hemisphere’s initial position, size, and probability distribution. The
position and size is decided by the scene and the tree size while the center of the hemisphere is
identical to the top of the trunk. The probability distribution is defined by users for different
purposes. This distribution also reflects the projection of 3D branches on the hemisphere.
Therefore, the probability distribution can control the shape of the tree.
As for the branch library based on L-systems, we define different L-systems algorithms
and get different patterns of branch shapes.
(2) Generate particles and control their movements.
We generate a certain number of particles for a growth level at the same time. For
example, 10 particles for growth level 2. Then we select proper positions for these particles
on the tree.
A particle denotes a branch selected from the branch library. The particle is generated
on the surface of the hemisphere according to the probability distribution. With an initial
position on the hemisphere and an initial orientation, the particle moves in a Brownian way
in the scene.
(3) Distribute the particles in a tree model.
During the Brownian movement, the particle compares and finds a nearest distance
among all growth points. Then the branch denoted by this particle is attached to this nearest
growth point. After the particle settles, we calculate a new bounding box to replace the old
one for this tree. However, there is one exception. After attaching the new branch to the
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Figure 5.6: A result for photokinesis simulation.
existing tree model, if the new bounding box overlaps some outer blocks, the particle with
this branch is cancelled and we then go to the next particle generation.
After one particle is generated and distributed in a tree model, we repeat step (2) and
step (3) until we reach a user-defined numbers of particles.

5.3.6

Examples of 3D Tree Modeling

Based on this new method with L-systems, we can add more constraints to this model
to simulate some properties of natural trees. Here we introduce implementations of trees’
photokinesis simulations and of growth control over blocks.

Trees’ Photokinesis Simulations
The photokinesis simulation relies on the probability distribution on the hemisphere. This
simulation is used to make the tree branches grow towards the sun. In order to give more
weight to the lighting area, we add more probability of generating tree branches in the track
of sun movement. Then the hemisphere works as the sky and the probability distribution is
assigned by the sun’s track. Figure 5.6 shows one result of photokinesis simulation.
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Growth Control Over Blocks
We control the growth over blocks by using the dynamic bounding box. When simulating 3D
tree growth over blocks, the tree should avoid growing in the blocked area. We use bounding
boxes to control blocks, such as outer buildings or rocks. First, we calculate bounding boxes
of the blocks. During steps to distribute branches, when a tree’s bounding box goes into
the bounding boxes of blocks, the current particle is deleted. Thus we can eliminate tree
branches grown in the blocked areas.

Trees’ Fruits Simulation
We can add fruits on a tree using this method. The process of fruits simulation is similar
to the leaf attachment. We define the size, shape, and color for fruits. Then we generate
particles on the probability hemisphere and distribute the fruits to different growth levels
according to the tree model.

5.4

Results

This new method works well and has some advantages. This model controls the local shape
of branches using L-systems and the global shape of trees using the probability hemisphere.
Different growth levels approximately simulate the growth process. The bounding box detects
outer obstacles. We analyze these characters in detail below.

5.4.1

Growth Probability Control by Hemisphere

This method introduces a hemisphere control over tree growth by distributing particle
probabilities. The tree shape is decided by the predefined probabilities on the surface of this
hemisphere. As we use a particle system to control the distributions of branches, the particles’
initial sizes and orientations are defined on this hemisphere. Thus, the main shape of a tree is
decided and we can use different types of branch patterns to generate the details. Figure 5.7
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Figure 5.7: (a) Branches towards the same direction; (b) branches clustered together for one
direction.
shows two types of hemisphere control on tree shape. In Figure 5.7(a), all branches are grown
towards the same direction. In Figure 5.7(b), there is only one priority growth direction.

5.4.2

Growth Level Controls

We introduce a new conception of growth level controls. In this control, we give different
growth levels for different branches, leaves, and even fruits with different ages. Branches,
leaves, and fruits with the same growth level can share some parameters, such as sizes, colors,
and shapes. In Figure 5.8, we show two results for the growth level work. In Figure 5.8(a),
this tree model has needle-shaped leaves and heart-shaped leaves. It also has small red flowers
on the top level. In Figure 5.8(b), we add some fruits to this tree model.

5.4.3

Growth Control over Small Components

This new method has advantages in controlling small components in a tree. Compared to the
DLA (Diffusion-Limited Aggregation) method [15, 59] for tree modeling, our method reduces
computing work by reducing the particles. Using a branch type as a particle rather than
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Figure 5.8: (a) A 3D tree model with different leaf shapes and flowers; (b) A 3D tree model
with fruits.
assigning a DLA particle for every twig, fewer particles are needed for the same number of
twigs in a tree. Since computation for each DLA particle is the same, fewer DLA particles
requires less computation. In Figure 5.9, we have the same tree shape. If we use traditional
DLA in Figure 5.9a, the circled branch needs three particles to calculate. But in Figure 5.9b,
we calculate one DLA particle for three twigs in one branch unit.

5.4.4

Growth Control for Leaves

Our method provides a new method of leaf simulation, which is difficult for most current
methods. Leaf simulation is difficult to achieve by L-systems because L-systems can’t control
the positions of leaves randomly on branches. Even the popular image-based approaches
have difficulties handling leaf simulation. These approaches usually generate branches very
well. However, after branch construction, leaves are added randomly and often can’t attach
to the branches. Our method uses the hemisphere to handle the overall distribution of leaves
in a tree, and we apply growth level controls to define leaves with different shapes, sizes, and
colors according to the branch properties to which they attach.
This approach is also effective. We only need to change leaf parameters according to
the numbers of total growth levels. At a certain growth level, we define the shapes, sizes,
and colors for leaves in that level. As for the whole tree, branches have leaves of the same
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(a) DLA particles.

(b) Particles in our method.

Figure 5.9: Particles with tree shape.
age. In the natural world, that means the old branches have old and big leaves while young
branches have young and small leaves in the same shapes.

5.4.5

Growth Control by Bounding Box

Using dynamic bounding boxes in detecting proper positions for DLA particles gives flexible
controls over 3D tree models. We generate the DLA particle in the bounding box and find a
position in this bounding box. By controlling this bounding box, we can control the growth
of the tree. For example, if the current bounding box overlaps a building’s bounding box, the
current DLA particle should be canceled.
Figure 5.10 shows an example of tree growth. In this example, the 3D tree model tries
to avoid the white box to grow. This process is similar to the process of a tree growing to
avoid outer barriers such as bridges or buildings.
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Figure 5.10: Trees grow to avoid the white outer box viewed from two different directions.

Figure 5.11: (a) Combination method tree; (b) traditional L-systems tree.
5.4.6

Randomness

Compared to traditional L-systems, our method generates tree models with more random
shapes. Every branch unit carries an L-system algorithm. Because particles control every
branch unit, the whole tree doesn’t follow any L-systems algorithms. This approach solves
artificial iterations from single pure L-system algorithms. In Figure 5.11, (a) is a tree model
from the combination method and (b) is from a traditional L-systems algorithm. Figure
5.11(a) has a random look while (b) has a self-similar character that makes the tree model
artificial.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Combination method tree; (b) traditional DLA tree.
Randomness from the DLA method goes too far for tree modeling. As shown in
Figure 5.12, the shape from (b) might be more curved than is common in trees. Using the
combination method, we can reduce the curvature by reducing the number of particles, which
stand for L-systems branch units rather than twigs.

5.5

Conclusions and Discussions

We introduce a new method based on L-systems for 3D tree models. In this method, a
hemisphere controls probability distributions for branches, leaves, and fruits; growth level
controls the distributions for different ages of branches; and a bounding box detects the outer
collisions. This new method employs a moving particle for a branch unit, which reduces
computation costs of traditional methods like DLA. The hemisphere controls the probability
distributions to simulate some natural properties of trees or some special effects. The growth
level can manage the internal growth in a tree through age controls. In the tree construction
process, the bounding provides an easy and efficient way to control tree growth. Therefore,
we can manage the main shapes using the hemisphere while controlling the internal growth
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through growth level controls. Under these controls, randomness is added by randomly
selected tree branches from the L-systems branch library.
The future work in this research may focus on adding more controls over particle
movements. We can try to find some more efficient approaches for distributing L-systems
branch units. We can also simulate tree animations using this model. Furthermore, we can
apply forestry equations to make tree models follow real growth rules.

5.6

Practical Application Plan

In this paper, we present an innovative method on 3D tree modeling. Tree modeling is a hot
research topic in both forestry and computer graphics. This new method with L-systems
can produce a user-defined or random 3D tree model. With this tree modeling method, we
can control every part in a 3D tree model, including trunks, branches, leaves, flowers, and
fruits. For these parts, we can change colors, textures, and shapes very flexibly. The second
advantage is about the level control. Based on this control, parts in a tree with different
ages look different. The third advantage is the possibility of hemi-sphere control. This is a
new method for controlling the shape of a tree by controlling the probable distribution of
particles on this hemisphere. Because of the advantages of this new method, it might have
three effects: social, political, and economic, which are discussed below.
However, since this new method is currently a basic idea, further work focused on
different application areas is need to achieve these goals.

5.6.1

Social Effects

There are two main aspects of this new 3D tree modeling method that have social effects.
One is the innovation of this method. Another is the use of this 3D tree model in our society.
The innovation of this method provides a new method for 3D tree generating. It can
help researchers to understand tree modeling and even find better solutions. This new method
takes advantage of traditional L-systems and solves the problems with L-systems. We also
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introduce a new approach using hemisphere and level control. What’s more, the bounding
box technique can also be applied to this 3D tree model for detecting outer collisions of
growth.
This new method can also be used in less technical communities. Based on our idea,
we can produce more types of trees and control all parts in a tree. If this method can be
applied to work as a demo in some community or school, it helps more people to know how
trees grow in a computer. Furthermore, if more biological characters are added, forestry
researchers can use this model to predicate the growth of trees and then evaluate the wood
productions. However, in addition to our tree model, more work is needed to do to achieve
these social effects.

5.6.2

Political Effects

This model has little effect on politics. However, we suggest this tool for governing trees in a
forestry department. At present, most forestry departments use a database or even paper
to record and manage trees. With our 3D tree model, we can display these data in visual
3D and thus get more direct information from these data. Therefore, our new method, if
there are any political effects, can help forestry departments and researchers to get more
information from tree data and help to make some decisions.

5.6.3

Economic Effects

One reason for the interest in 3D trees is the wide applicability and economic value. As a
product of this simulating tool, the automatic generated tree model can reduce manual work
and achieve a good simulating result. Our 3D tree model can be used in commercial 3D
games, commercial software of tree models, city planning, and so on.
In commercial 3D games, our tree model can set up a good scene or background. If
further work can be done, we will try to improve the efficiency of the current model to make
it more applicable.
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In commercial software, the method for generating a 3D tree shape is important.
Current 3D tree modeling software, such as XFrog, has a great market. Our method suggests
a new method of 3D tree modeling and is easy to control. Since this model can also be used
in 3D tree modeling software, the method has potential economic value in software design.
In city planning, we can use different shapes of 3D tree models to view corresponding
designs. For example, when we choose a type of tree for use on a street, we can generate
different 3D tree shapes to make comparisons.
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Chapter 6
Animating Trees Using Wind Fields Estimated from Motion Capture Data

Jie Long and Michael Jones. Estimating wind flow from tree motion using motion capture
data.

Abstract
We present non-rigid motion capture by extracting external forces from motion capture data
and then replaying those forces to create animation. We explore this idea in the context of
motion capture of natural trees in wind. Motion of a tree in wind is decomposed into three
forces: wind-induced drag, branch elasticity, and damping by the leaves. Given a model of
elasticity and damping, the drag force can be isolated and used to estimate wind velocity.
The extracted velocity field is extended to a larger volume and enriched with a turbulence
model. That wind field can be replayed on a tree model that includes elastic and damping
properties to create similar motion.
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(a) Motion capture setup.

(b) Extracted wind field.

(c) Branch motion paths.

Figure 6.1: Wind flow can be estimated from motion capture data and used to recreate
similar tree motion.
6.1

Introduction

We address the problem of extracting a spatially varying wind velocity field from partial
motion captured data and simulating networks of flexible tree branches embedded in a
turbulent flow described by this wind field. This problem is a specific instance in which
capturing motion and directly replaying it is difficult. Directly replaying motion capture
data is difficult in other settings, such as swimming and rope motion capture, as well. The
problem of replaying tree motion in wind is important for animators and game developers.
Tree motion can be an important background element in outdoor settings.
Animation of trees in wind has been discussed for many years [1, 52, 56]. In most
of the previous research, the wind field is created using noise and fluid simulation. Motion
capture avoids the directability and computation problems of simulated wind fields but may
yield data that validates simulation-based models.
Motion capture of non-rigid bodies is difficult. Prior work has focused mostly on cloth
and facial motion capture [18, 24, 26, 54]. In these methods, the focus is on overcoming
difficulties associated with reconstructing the motion of a deforming plane. We focus on the
motion of a deforming network of rods. Rather than directly reconstructing the motion of
the deforming object, we reconstruct the forces that create the motion. The forces can then
be extended and enhanced to recreate similar motion.
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We solve the problem of extracting a wind field from motion capture data by separating
the forces acting on a tree and isolating the force due to wind. There are three primary forces
that create tree branch motion: elasticity, damping, and drag. Elasticity and damping can be
estimated directly from position and velocity information computed from marker positions.
Elastic and damping forces are subtracted from total force to obtain drag. Given drag, we
can solve for wind velocity using the aerodynamic drag equation. All of these steps depend on
estimates for elasticity, damping, mass, and drag coefficients. These coefficients are estimated
from the forestry and graphics literature and can be adjusted to create different motion effects.
The extracted wind field has low spatial resolution due to the distances between markers.
A sub-grid scale turbulence model with higher resolution restores motion due to omitted
high-frequency small-scale turbulence. We use a classical turbulence model composed of a
mean flow velocity and turbulence velocity. The mean flow velocity is computed from motion
capture data while the turbulence velocity is created using a tke model [37, 39, 51]. The tke
turbulence model trains the mean velocity field and modulates tuned noises. By integrating
these tuned noises into the wind field, we can restore branches’ high-frequency motion while
preserving the coherence of branch movements on a tree from large-scale turbulence and
small-scale turbulence.
The process is illustrated in Figure 6.1. A tree is instrumented with small retroreflective
markers, placed in a passive optical motion capture arena, and subjected to wind. A wind
field is extracted, as shown in the middle image. The wind field is applied to a tree model
and the resulting motion paths of branch tips are shown in the right-most image.
Our primary contribution is creating complete tree motion from partial motion data
collected from motion capture. We discuss methods for sampling and extracting the external
force on tree branches as well as energy transformation between tree and wind.
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6.2

Related Work

Our work is most closely related to prior work in motion capture of flexible objects and in
animating trees. In contrast with prior work in motion capture, we focus on flexible rods
rather than flexible planes and on extracting external forces rather than directly extracting
motion. In contrast with prior work in animating trees, we estimate a wind field from motion
capture data rather than simulating the wind field using noise or approximating it using fluid
simulation.
Motion capture has been widely used in simulating human motion [18, 25, 44, 62].
Prior work in motion capture of flexible objects focuses on reconstructing a mesh, which
deforms to match a moving surface. Ma et al. [26] train a polynomial displacement map and
apply this map to create high-resolution facial expressions, including muscle deformation,
wrinkles, and skin pores. Lorenzo et al. [24] build a surface-oriented deformation paradigm to
animate facial expressions with user intervention. Sifakis et al. [54] combine motion capture
data with an anatomical model to produce a model of facial musculature, passive tissue, and
the underlying skeletal structure. A key difference between natural trees and facial motion
capture is that the drag forces that create natural tree motion in wind may be simpler to
extract from motion than the muscular forces involved in facial motion. In this paper, instead
of continuously reconstructing a surface, as one does with faces or cloth, we animate trees
that have open structures and more degrees of freedom. Also, not only do we create tree
motion, but we also simulate wind dynamics, which are scalable.
Recent work extracts forces rather than motion. Kwatra et al. [18] simulate human
swimming and interaction with water by combining motion capture data and fluid dynamics.
Motion capture records swimming motion with an articulated rigid skeleton model. The forces
at joints are computed. By combining the forces with fluid dynamics, this method creates
human swimming motion as well as water movement. Our research computes wind forces
from motion capture data. Compared to Kwatra et al. [18], this would be like capturing the
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motion of a swimmer in water in order to capture the fluid dynamics around the swimmer. A
key difference in our model is that we have assumed that the tree does not initiate motion.
Sun et al. [57] propose a method to extract motion patterns from video sequences and
reapply these patterns to simulate computer-generated objects. The research focuses on the
schema of video input driven animation (VIDA). Motion information is analyzed from 2D
video and then incorporated to a conceptual model, such as wind or water dynamics. Our
research follows a similar process to the schema. Instead of capturing 2D video, our motion
capture system provides more accurate motion information in 3D space. Our research also
calculates the interactive energy between trees and wind using particle flow in both space and
time domains. By introducing a turbulence model, our tree motion provides more flexibility
of simulation control and creates plausible natural tree sway in wind.
Approaches for simulating tree motion in wind with either one- or two-way coupling
in a fluid simulation are based on the Navier-Stokes equations. Akagi [1] takes this approach
but uses a coarse simulation grid, which omits significant high-frequency fluid turbulence.
The more common approach is to approximate wind dynamics with a frequency-tuned
noise model. Ota et al. [32] apply an experimental noise model of 1/f β to simulate the
motion of branches and leaves. Shinya and Fournier [52] present a motion model based on a
stochastic process and physical dynamics. They use a power spectrum and autocorrelation of
wind to generate a spatiotemporal wind velocity field similar to that created when wind flows
through trees. Habel [11] builds a 2D-motion, rather than velocity, texture by combining a
Gaussian field with a frequency-tuned 2D velocity field based on a wind dynamics equation
with a harmonic oscillator model. The motion texture synthesizes branch motion directly
without an integration step. This runs in real time for three moderately complex trees. Stam
[56] creates filters for white noise and generates wind fields from samplings. He defines and
applies the filtering rules in the frequency domain. The noise model with physical dynamics
provides control flexibility and works to create motion for complicated large-scale scenes [67].
In our research, wind field calculation is driven by branch movements recorded from motion
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capture. A turbulence model preserves local wind dynamics using particle flow. Using a
smooth window, our approach also avoids the complicated time integration of the dynamic
system.
Models for simulating large deformation in networks of flexible rods can be applied to
animation of trees in wind. Barbic and Zhao [3] present a scalable method for simulating
both internal and external forces that can be applied to trees. If combined with a model of
external forces due to wind, this may result in convincing methods for animating trees in
wind.
Tree motion can also be simulated using data from video or motion capture. Diener [8]
records 2D video and extracts features for a single plant. By analyzing the video with these
features using hierarchical retargeting algorithms, the 2D motion is projected into 3D space
and animates a large class of virtual shrubs. Long et al. [23] reconstruct 3D tree motion in
wind using motion capture. Reflective sensor markers are placed along branches. Leaves have
to be sparse to ensure the visibility of all markers exposed to capture motion. This approach
produces visually realistic movements of a cherry tree in wind. However, this method can
only create motion of the original tree and is not scalable to other models. In our research,
wind field information is trained from motion capture data. Using particle flows for local
wind energy transfer, we are able to simulate the motion of multiple objects in a scene. In
addition, reflective markers are placed on the tree crown instead of along a single branch.
This design maximizes the visibility of markers to motion capture and records more accurate
movement data. It also facilitates the computation with the dynamic model of wind and tree.

6.3

Methods

We estimate a wind field from tree motion using motion capture data. Natural tree motion
is captured using passive optical motion capture. The data are analyzed to estimate both
a 3D model of the tree geometry and a wind field. The estimated wind field approximates
the wind that created the motion recorded in the motion capture data. A fluid simulation
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enriched with a synthetic turbulence model transfers energy between wind and tree. The
enriched fluid simulation drives animation of a tree model.
Our work can be divided into three parts: motion capture, tree modeling, and wind–
tree interaction. We describe each part in the following sections. Of those three parts,
wind–tree interaction presents the most difficult and interesting problems.

6.3.1

Motion Capture

As in [23], twelve optical motion capture cameras are placed in a circle around a tree indoors.
A fan with varying speed and direction creates tree movement. The cameras record the
motion of markers placed on exterior branch tips. Placing markers on branch tips avoids
problems with occlusion. Typically we use about 30–70 markers, depending on the size and
shape of the tree. Markers are distributed evenly to cover the crown shape.
Optical motion capture records unindexed locations of all the reflective markers in a
scene. The recorded data can be processed to label unindexed locations and to eliminate
swaps and repair gaps. The algorithm uses forward differences to predict the future position
of a point and then minimize the distance between the predicted and the recorded points
to add a new position to an existing trace. Details can be found in [23]. At the end of the
process, collected marker positions are clustered into paths for each marker.

6.3.2

Tree Modeling

Particle flow can generate 3D branching structures [29, 50, 58]. In most cases, this approach
depends on inverse volumetric rendering to identify the position of tree mass. The tree mass
is then filled with a branching structure using either particle flow or pre-built libraries of
small branching structures. Motion capture data simplify the process because explicit image
segmentation and camera calibration are not needed, as they are part of the motion capture
process.
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Figure 6.2: A particle with its nearest trunk point and its crown root point.
Particle systems generate the branching structure. In our process, particles are
generated at the 3D positions recorded for the branch tips on which reflective markers were
placed. We generate additional particles distributed evenly on the periphery of the region
bounded by the tree crown. Each of these particles also represents a branch tip.
The particles flow toward a predefined trunk placed vertically in the center of the
crown shape. Branch shapes and hierarchies are defined when particle paths connect. Particle
flow starts at branch tips and ends at the trunk. Each particle has a direction, a step length,
and a threshold for merging. As in [29], the particle direction combines the direction to the
crown root point and to the nearest trunk point, shown in Figure 6.2. The red dots in the
image indicate locations of branch tips. The crown root point is the lowest point on the
trunk near the bounding box of tree crown. The nearest trunk point is on the trunk that
has the shortest distance toward a particle. Particles flow from branch tip toward the trunk,
which is unlike the particle system in [34], where particles flow from trunk to branch tip. The
direction of the first step in the flow is the combination of direction to the nearest trunk point
and the crown root point. In the following steps, the flow direction is also a combination of
these two directions, but any two particles are merged if their distance is under the threshold
of merging distance.
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6.3.3

Wind–tree Interaction

Wind–tree interaction is based on a mixed Lagrangian/Eulerian model of the wind field
extracted from motion capture data enriched with a subgrid turbulence model. The Eulerian
grid stores wind velocities as estimated from motion capture data. Lagrangian particles carry
velocity and turbulent kinetic energy tke from frame to frame. The velocity grid is replaced
every frame while the fluid particles retain state from frame to frame. Fluid particles carry
energy back and forth between the global wind field, the local turbulence model, and the tree.
In this way we simulate tree movement as well as the distribution of energy in a dynamic
wind velocity field.
Proxy geometry is used to detect and approximate the effects of collisions between
fluid particles and tree geometry. Both the effect of wind on trees and the effect of the tree
on wind are calculated.
Because the global velocity field is generated from motion capture data, which may
contain noise, this field may not be continuous in the time domain. Averaging velocity values
for a single grid across several adjacent frames smoothes these variations but also smoothes
small-scale turbulence effects. In order to compensate for lost turbulence effects as well as to
better preserve wind continuity over time, particles store tke across frames and manipulate
the scale of turbulence due to characteristics of tree and wind.

Wind Velocity Field
The global grid-based velocity field is the source of wind energy in the scene. Wind force is
estimated directly from recorded displacements of branch tips. We solve for wind velocity at
branch tips using drag equations and the estimated wind force. This gives a sparse collection
of velocity estimates. Interpolation and extrapolation build a grid of velocity values from
the sparse collection. Figure 6.3 shows an orthographic projection of such a field. The green
dots indicate marker positions, the red arrows represent extracted wind velocities, and the
blue arrows represent velocities interpolated or extrapolated from the estimated velocities.
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Figure 6.3: Vector field of wind velocities with estimated and interpolated values. Wind
velocity estimates based on recorded tree motion are shown in red with interpolated velocities
in blue.
The wind field in Figure 6.3 is quite smooth. This is because small-scale turbulent eddies
are below the spatial sampling resolution of the motion capture data. A subgrid turbulence
model based on tke recreates small eddies in the velocity field.
We isolate the drag force in order to estimate the wind velocity. Assuming no external
forces other than wind influence the tree motion, the motion of a branch is caused by
aerodynamic drag and internal elasticity and damping forces. Elastic forces tend to restore
the branch to a resting position and damping forces reduce velocity. In this model, the forces
acting on a tree are given by

F = Fwind + Felastic + Fdamping = Fwind + cṡ + ks.

(6.1)

Differences between marker positions in successive frames give estimates for position s,
velocity ṡ and acceleration s̈. All the derivatives are approximated with the marker positions
using backward differencing. The displacement s, velocity ṡ and acceleration s̈ are calculated
as

st = q t − q t−1 , ṡt = (st − st−1 )/2.0, s̈t = (ṡt − ṡt−1 )/2.0,

(6.2)

where q t is a marker position at time t. The elastic force Felastic is the product of branch
elasticity and displacement from the rest position. Similarly, the damping force is the product
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of the damping coefficient and the velocity. We estimate damping c and spring coefficients
k from biomechanical parameters. Since F = ms̈, we substitute ms̈ for F , make similar
substitutions for the elastic and damping forces, and then solve for Fwind to obtain

Fwind = ms̈ − cṡ − ks.

(6.3)

The drag equation gives the force created by wind as a function of the wind velocity
V (and other constant parameters explained below):

Fwind = 0.5ρ(V 2 )ACD ,

(6.4)

where ρ is air density, V is wind velocity relative to branch movement, A is the aerodynamic
cross section, and CD is the drag coefficient.
Substituting the value of Fwind calculated using equation (6.3) into equation (6.4) and
solving for V 2 gives

V =

Fwind
kFwind k

v
u
u
∗t

ms̈ − cṡ − ks
.
0.5ρACD

(6.5)

The solution is based on the assumption that the acceleration is constant and therefore
the direction of velocity V and force Fwind is preserved as the same in a short period of time.
In our case, the time interval is 0.01 sec from motion capture setup. The direction of the
velocity V is computed using the unit normal vector of Fwind as shown in equation (6.5). The
displacement s, velocity ṡ and acceleration s̈ are computed using equation (6.2) from the
marker locations.
The equation (6.5) calculates a wind velocity estimate in each frame at the location of
each branch tip. Motion capture markers are distributed evenly through the crown in order
to sample the global wind field over a large area.
Interpolating and extrapolating velocity values over the entire motion capture volume
results in a grid-based velocity field. The size of a grid cell is set to be close to the average
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distance traversed by a single marked branch. By doing this, we can optimize the usage of
motion capture data during the interpolating and extrapolating process. In each frame, the
ideal case is that each grid cell contains exactly one motion-captured point. In our case, the
grid resolution is 10 ∗ 10 ∗ 10. We use linear interpolation to fill the grid from sampled values
because linear interpolation is simple. More sophisticated methods, such as Kriging (as in
[10]) or distance-weighted kernel-based methods, could also be used.
The grid-based wind velocity field is computed from each individual frame of branch
tip data. However, the wind velocity field does not vary smoothly from frame to frame
because there are gaps and jumps in the data. To improve temporal continuity, velocity
values over the neighboring 5 frames are averaged.
Turbulent motion below the sampling scale of the motion capture data cannot be
captured by this model. In space, we are only able to extract turbulent effects that are large
enough to influence the motion of two adjacent markers. Because leaves have small mass and
large surface area, small-scale turbulence results in visually significant motion on tree crowns.
That turbulence is well below the sampling limit of the data. The mean flow inferred from
motion capture data will be enriched with a turbulence model at a finer resolution.
Rather than apply the velocity field directly to the tree, we introduce particles into
the field and collide particles with proxy spheres attached to the tree. These particles have
zero mass and do not affect the mean flow. This scheme simplifies calculation of wind–tree
interaction by replacing cell–tree collisions with point–sphere collisions. Cell–tree collisions
can be expensive for determining what fraction of a cell contains a fraction of a generalized
cylinder representing the tree branch. With particles and proxy geometry, estimating wind
velocity can be reduced to a distance-weighted average of the particles contained in a sphere.

Wind Effects on a Tree
Simulating wind effects on a tree creates branch motion. The simulation is the key to creating
natural tree motion. We have discussed creating a grid-based wind velocity field using
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motion capture data. Because of motion capture’s capability to record a limited number of
markers, the resolution of the gird is low. The low resolution simulates big-scale turbulence
but lacks small-scale turbulence information due to a high-frequency wind field. Selino and
Jones [51] solve this problem by introducing the small-scale turbulence, which is computed
from large-scale turbulence. This solution fits into our problem very well. In our case, the
low resolution of the wind velocity field produces large-scale turbulence. The large-scale
turbulence will be tuned by a tke model to create small-scale turbulence. The combination
produces wind effects, including both large- and small-scale turbulence, on a tree.
The simulation of wind effects on a tree preserves coherence of velocity from several
perspectives. The mean flow velocity computed from interpolating motion capture data
contains information of tree movements as a whole. The tke model keeps track of turbulence
changes in the flow and thus tunes the noise value due to these changes. The Gaussian noise
field is filtered in the frequency domain to match the frequency of turbulence observed in tree
crowns. The model is derived from a classical turbulence model and generates turbulence
effects, including both large scale and small scale.
Our approach is different from Selino’s work because of the source of large-scale
turbulence. Instead of a real-time fluid simulation, we generate the large-scale turbulence
offline from motion capture. In Figure 6.4, we demonstrate our turbulence model to generate
tree motion. The turbulence is computed in two parts as in large scale and small scale. The
large-scale turbulence is created from the grid-based wind velocity field. The small scale is
generated from the tke model. After solving the turbulence velocity, we apply a drag equation
as shown in equation (6.4) to solve for the tree motion represented by branch displacements.
The turbulence velocity V (t) applied to a branch segment is computed as in equation
(6.6):

q

V (t) = v(t) + α k(t)N (t),
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(6.6)

Figure 6.4: Turbulence simulation to create branch motion.
where v(t) is the mean flow velocity for the large-scale turbulence at time t, α is a tunable
weight parameter, k(t) is from tke model, and N (t) is a sampled value from a frequency-tuned
time-varying noise field.
In the simulation, each fluid particle carries a mean flow velocity from the global wind
velocity field and a tke estimate from the turbulence model. The value k(t) of the tke is
estimated using a two-equation tke budget based on strain in the velocity field as shown in
equation (6.7) and (6.8). The tke model is adapted from Selino [51] and Pfaff et al. [37], and
is based on Pope [39]. The value k(t) represents turbulent kinetic energy and is generated
when the strain in the mean flow velocity is not zero. The decay term  models dissipation
rate of that turbulence energy. When the turbulence production P exists due to strain, the k
and  are computed as follows:
∂k
∂
P
2
= P − ,
= C1
− C2 ,
∂t
∂t
k
k

(6.7)

where P is the production of turbulence, t is current time step, and model constants are 1
= 1.44 and 2 = 1.92. When the production P of turbulence in the fluid becomes zero, the
values of k and  dissipate and compute as in the equation (6.8):



k(t) = k0

t
t0

−n



, (t) = 0
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t
t0

−(n+1)

,

(6.8)

Figure 6.5: Energy flow in a wind velocity field.
where t is current time step, n is a constant decay component computed by

1
,
C2−1

k0 and 0

are the most current values, respectively, in the past when there exists turbulence production
P , and the reference time t0 is computed as n k00 .
Based on equation (6.7) and (6.8), we compute for the value of k(t) in equation (6.6).
The noise N (t) is sampled from a continuous noise field. That noise field is tuned to
match the frequency distribution of turbulent flow through trees given in Simiu [55].
The mean flow velocity v(t) is sampled using a distance-weighted average of particles’
velocity contained within the proxy sphere of a branch tip. Proxy geometry is defined for
each branch segment using 3D spheres with radii proportional to branch segment length and
diameter as suggested from Selino and Jones [51].
Figure 6.5 shows the energy flow during the simulation. Wind energy is transferred
from the grid-based velocity field to particles. The turbulence model calculates tke from the
transferred wind energy. When particles pass through proxy geometry, velocity is converted
to a drag force using equation (6.4) and branch motion is created.

Tree Effects on Wind
Tree effects on wind are split into local and global effects. Local effects happen at the scale of
a few leaves and branch segments. Global effects happen at the scale of the entire tree. Local
effects are simulated using a simple damping model on wind particles, and global effects are
recorded during motion capture. Simulating local effects allows for variations in wind flow
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due to differences between the shape and dynamics of the animated tree compared to the
shape and dynamics of the actual tree used in motion capture.
Tree effects on wind on the local scale are calculated as a damping force for particles
within the proxy geometry representation of tree mass. Consider the velocity vi (t) of particle
i in frame t sampled before calculating branch movement. Suppose that particle i lies in
proxy geometry for some branch in frame t. After displacement of the branch tip has been
calculated, if the particle lies within the proxy geometry then we compute the influence of
the branch on the particle velocity. The new velocity of particles in the proxy geometry is
computed as follows in equation (6.9):

0

vi (t) = vi (t)(1 − β),

(6.9)

where β is a constant decay rate that changes particle velocity based on damping by the tree.
The rate is constant for each branch, but varies due to the size, material, leaf shapes, and other
properties of the tree. We set the reduction rate between 0.02 and 0.05 in most simulations.
This reduction smoothes out the mean velocity over time while the high-frequency details are
compensated from the tke turbulence model.
In the next frame t + 1, we first load the estimated global grid-based wind field
0

generated from motion capture data. The particle velocity vi (t) from the previous frame is
used as the mean flow velocity to compute the current particle’s turbulent kinetic energy
k(t + 1). Then we use equation (6.5) to calculate wind velocity V (t + 1) experienced by the
tree geometry.
The global effect of the tree on the wind is inferred from the motion capture data.
Branches on the leeward side of the tree have less motion. When the particle exits the proxy
geometry, the damping is no longer computed, so the particle velocity is reset to match the
estimated global velocity v.
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Tree Animation
The movement of the whole tree is computed from the drag force at each branch tip. We use
a damped mass-spring model to define branch dynamics. When the density, stiffness, and
damping coefficients match the estimates used to calculate wind velocity, the resulting motion
is similar to the original motion. The drag forces are calculated for each branch segment.

6.4

Results

We present results that show animation of a tree in wind using a wind velocity field inferred
from motion capture data for a similarly sized tree moving in wind.
We first create a 3D tree shape using particle flow. In Figure 6.6, the small white
cubes on some of the branch tips indicate the location and total number of reflective markers
we capture for the tree. The locations of branch tips that do not correspond to a marker
location are created within the stacked bounding boxes. We generate tree leaves based on
the branching structure and instance leaf size and shape randomly. By the refined bounding
box method, the generated 3D tree shape also is visually similar to the crown shape of the
original tree. The similarity between the generated tree model and the actual tree shape
can be seen in parts (a) and (b) of Figure 6.1. It is significant that the tree shape does not
perfectly match the original tree shape. Applying the motion capture data indirectly as an
inferred wind velocity field, rather than directly as a set of motions, allows for variations in
tree shape and branching structure.
The tke model is a significant part of producing realistic motion. In Figure 6.7, we
compare the results generated with and without turbulent tke. Each figure shows motion
paths from an animation of a tree in wind with and without sub-grid turbulence based on
the tke model. The path on the left includes motion due to sub-grid tke and the path on the
right does not. In both cases, moving branches trace out arcs of similar size as they sway
left and right. Adding tke has the effect of adding variation to each sway motion so that the
arcs are each in a slightly different location. As a result, the motion path on the left, which
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Figure 6.6: 3D branching structure with marker locations.

Figure 6.7: Branch motion paths with (left) and without (right) sub-grid turbulence. Adding
turbulence adds small variations to each branch sway, as seen in the less compact motion
path on the left.
includes tke, is less compact while the motion path on the right, which does not include tke,
contains many overlapping arcs.
The images in Figure 6.8a and 6.8b compare recorded motion of a tree with motion
generated for a similar tree using the wind field inferred from motion capture data. The
actual tree motion is shown using green traces on the left and the generated motion is shown
on the right. Note that motion is not captured for every branch tip on the left, but motion is
generated for every branch tip on the right. The images have been aligned so that the wind
direction is the same in both cases. Branches in similar positions on the crown have similar
motion.
In Figure 6.9, we demonstrate that our method produces plausible tree sway motion
and results in tree motion effects observed in nature, such as sheltering. Branches bend with
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(a) Original tree motion.

(b) Animated tree motion.

Figure 6.8: Motion paths for the animated tree are similar to motion paths in the original
tree for branch tips at the same relative crown location.
the wind and then return to their rest position. Branch sheltering within a single tree crown
occurs when branches on the leeward side of the crown experience lower wind velocities than
branches on the windward side because drag exerted by the windward branches reduces the
wind velocity. In the figure, the dominant wind direction is from left to right and from the
lower left corner. We can observe that branches, which are on the left side (the windward
side), have bigger amplitude of motion than others. Besides completing tree motion of a
single similar tree with partial motion capture data, our method can also be extended to
create tree motion for multiple trees using the wind field. The trees in Figure 6.10 move
in the same wind field. Although this creates the appearance of a group of trees moving
in a shared environment, wind is not damped as it passes from one tree to another. In the
video clip attached to this paper, we provide a side-by-side comparison of the video originally
recorded during the motion capturing process and the synthesized tree animation. From the
video, we can observe that sheltering effects among branches are successfully simulated.

6.5

Discussion and Future Work

We have presented animation of non-rigid bodies using partial motion capture data by
extracting a wind velocity field rather than replaying motion data directly. This simplifies
the problem as we no longer need to match motion capture data to a precise reconstruction of
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Figure 6.9: Several frames from the animation of a maple tree in a wind field extracted from
motion capture data.

Figure 6.10: Multiple trees swaying in wind field estimated from the motion of a single tree.
the original capture subject. It also results in complete and coherent motion from incomplete
data that contains discontinuous motion. We have also presented a method for enriching
the extracted force field to include fine-resolution turbulence. This is possible because the
extracted velocity field can be analyzed and enriched, much like position graphs can be
analyzed and enriched in other applications.
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This work opens a new direction in the motion capture of non-rigid bodies in spatially
smooth force fields. We have investigated this idea in the context of trees and wind. Future
work might focus on other objects, such as cloth, in other flows.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusion

The research builds a new model of motion capture for non-rigid bodies under external
forces. From partially recorded movements on non-rigid subjects, we create complete animations of these or similar subjects using physical and statistical models. We present a generic
pipeline for capturing movements of non-rigid bodies using passive optical motion capture.
We have demonstrated animation of non-rigid bodies using partial motion capture data by
extracting external forces rather than replaying motion data directly. The approach simplifies
the problem as we no longer need to match motion capture data to a precise reconstruction of
the original capture subject. It also results in complete and coherent motion from incomplete
data that contain discontinuous motion.
Chapter 2 reconstructs tree motion under natural wind. It builds a plausible tree
skeleton using a minimal spanning tree algorithm over a cost function defined using position
and motion data. Gaps and errors in motion capture data for trees are replaced with data
interpolated from neighboring branch motion. These are important steps toward realizing
motion capture of trees for tree animation in games. We had hoped to get better results
with the repaired data and the rigid body algorithm we used. Based on the results of this
pilot project, we believe that investigating other approaches to processing the point cloud are
more promising than repairing the errors caused by using the rigid body algorithm we used.
In Chapter 3, our work produces visually plausible rope motion from passive optical
motion capture data using a statistical model under the assumption that the rope does not
stretch. The algorithm preserves continuity of motion in traces and fits the shape of rope.
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This work lays a foundation for further investigation of motion capture for non-rigid bodies
using statistical rather than physical models. The approach to the problem may advance
motion capture results for non-rigid bodies driven by complex or poorly understood physical
systems.
Chapter 4 generates a 3D tree model using particle flow along with motion capture
data. The particle flow system starts from recorded branch tip positions supplemented with
additional random branch tip positions within a horizontal stack of bounding boxes and by
setting two control parameters. A new data collection process designed for trees may extend
the use of motion capture to include trees and, eventually, other networks of non-rigid bodies.
Chapter 5 introduces a new method based on L-systems for 3D tree modeling. This
new method employs a moving particle for a branch unit, which reduces computation time
compared to diffusion-limited aggregation. We control the main crown shapes with the
hemisphere while controlling the internal growth structure using growth levels. Under these
controls, randomness is added by randomly selecting tree branches from the L-systems branch
library. By introducing the random factors, it is difficult to produce the exact shape of the
original tree. Also, small changes in parameters might produce big changes in the output
tree shape, which is a common problem when employing L-systems.
Chapter 6 is based on all of the previous work in our research. In this project, we
present animation of non-rigid bodies using partial motion capture data by extracting a wind
velocity field rather than replaying motion data directly. This simplifies the problem as we no
longer need to match motion capture data to a precise reconstruction of the original capture
subject. It also results in complete and coherent motion from incomplete data that contains
discontinuous motion. We have also presented a method for enriching the extracted force
field to include fine-resolution turbulence. This is possible because the extracted velocity
field can be analyzed and enriched, much like position graphs can be analyzed and enriched
in other applications. This work opens a new direction in the motion capture of non-rigid
bodies in spatially smooth force fields. We have investigated this idea in the context of trees
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and wind. Future work might focus on other objects, such as cloth, in other flows. We can
also extend the process to larger trees outdoors.
As inferred from the rope reconstruction project, complicated motions (such as spirals,
collisions, sudden changes in movement, or extremely fast movement) are not well handled in
our model. Our assumptions for detecting swaps may be oversimplified relative to natural
movement. In the future, consideration of other factors, such as velocity or acceleration, might
improve gap-filling results. We have used a simple method for interpolating rope position
between markers. More complex methods may result in more plausible results, particularly
when the distance between markers on the rope is large.
Our research discusses animating non-rigid bodies using motion capture, but mostly
focuses on replaying motion for trees and ropes. We present a general application of motion
capture for non-rigid bodies, including a data collection process and data cleaning algorithms.
The work can be extended to non-rigid bodies other than trees and ropes. By emphasizing
different non-rigid subjects under various force fields, followed by our general application
of motion capture, the data cleaning algorithms can be improved with the context, and
different physical and/or statistical models might be required to build an animation. Besides
building animations that replay the original movements, resulting estimated motion can also
validate the real collected data against theoretic physical and/or statistical models. Therefore,
the presented application of motion capture for non-rigid bodies can go further in different
research areas and become a useful tool in these areas.
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